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THE RIGHT CHOICE
FOR YOUR EVENT!
The Aluhall is with its classic shape, free interior space and modular character very
versatile. This hall offers a wide range of possibilities, from corporate and private
parties, fairs and exhibitions, sports and cultural events, festivals and parties, over
industrial applications such as storage, commercial and working space to sports
applications like the covering of swimming pools, horse tracks, hockey fields, … In
short, flexibility at its best!
The Aluhall can be equipped with different types of soft side walls, solid panels,
glass windows and doors.

Right Rental is an exclusive representative for Bulgaria.
Order now 0700 13 700

and take -10% off
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Send a request office@rightrental.net
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Follow us on
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executive's remarks

Business Connect
Grows Your Inﬂuence
Dear members:
I am delighted that you have in your hands the Àrst issue of AmCham’s updated bimonthly magazine – Business Connect! Along with the new name come an improved
composition of its pages and attractive graphic design.
The magazine’s goal is to become a stronger showcase of best business practices
within the AmCham community and to analyze in depth major political and
economic trends – national, European and global.
Your points of view, interviews and analyses can be part of the new magazine as it
is established as an important media channel and stronger advocacy tool.
We believe the magazine transformation will allow the Chamber to develop further
its communication both with the business community and Bulgaria’s institutions.
We hope the members will have now a more effective channel to advertise products
and services in AmCham's prominent publication.
The current issue brings to focus the growing debt collection business in Bulgaria
(page 24), new gas hub project “Balkan” (page 6), and an analysis of Europe and
Bulgaria in Brexit times (page 14). In addition, AmCham member companies
provide advice on the mobility of work force, review of the compliance with
data transfer in Bulgaria and council on coping with the risks in dealing with an
insolvent counterparty.
For more fresh content check out the rest of AmCham communication channels that
have been also upgraded: our new website (www.amcham.bg), AmCham Bulgaria
Weekly and social media via LinkedIn and Twitter (twitter.com/AmchamBulgaria).
Enjoy the reading!
Sincerely Yours,
Valentin Georgiev
Executive Director
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members
3M Bulgaria EOOD . AA KRES EOOD . AbbVie EOOD . Abrites . Accedia . Actavis Bulgaria
EAD . Adecco Bulgaria Ltd. . ADM Bulgaria Trading EOOD . Advance International Transport EOOD
. AES Corporation . AFA OOD . AGORA-IN Ltd. . AIG Europe Limited (Bulgaria Branch) . AIMS
Human Capital . Albena AD . Alcomet AD . Alcon Bulgaria EOOD . ALD Automotive OOD . All
Channels Communication . Alliance One Tobacco Bulgaria . Allied Pickfords Bulgaria . America
for Bulgaria Foundation . American College of Sofia . American English Academy . American
Research Center in Sofia . American University in Bulgaria (AUBG) . Amgen Bulgaria EOOD .
Amway Romania Marketing Srl. . Anglo-American School of Sofia . AON Bulgaria . Apis Europe
JSC . APOLO Ltd. . Architect Nikolay Mihaylov Galabov . Architectural Agency Kadinovi Bros LTD
. Arexim Engineering . Ashtrom International Ltd. . Association Srednogorie Copper Industrial Cluster
. Astra Zeneca Bulgaria EOOD . AT Engineering 2000 Ltd. . Atlantic Club Bulgaria . Atos IT
Solutions and Services EOOD . Attica Eva AD . August Research . Auto Bavaria Ltd. . Auxionize
Jsc . AVAir Ltd. . AVON Cosmetics Bulgaria . AW-Tronics LLC . Axway Bulgaria EOOD . Baker
Tilly Bulgaria . Balkan Star Automotive EOOD . Ballistic Cell Ltd. . Baxter Bulgaria EOOD . BG
Radio . BICA International Ltd. . BMG Ltd. . BMW Vertriebs GmbH - Branch Bulgaria . BNP
Paribas S.A. - Sofia Branch . Bojinov & Bojinov . BOYANOV & Co. . Braykov's Legal Office .
British American Tobacco Bulgaria . Brown-Forman Bulgaria Ltd. . Bulgarian Charities Aid
Foundation (BCAF) . Bulgarian Executive Search Association . Bulgarian International Television .
Bulgarian Property Developments EOOD . Bulgarian Tennis Federation . Bulgarian-American
Commission for Educational Exchange Fulbright . Bulgarian-American Credit Bank . BulPros
Consulting JSC . Bulstrad Life Vienna Insurance Group . Business Intellect Ltd. . Business Park
Sofia EOOD . C3i Europe EOOD . CAD R&D Centre Progress Ltd. . Castello Precast OOD .
Center for the Study of Democracy . CEZ Bulgaria EAD . Chaos Software ltd. . Cheque Dejeuner
Bulgaria Ltd. . CheckPoint Cardio . Cibank JSC . Cisco Systems Bulgaria . Citibank Europe Plc,
Bulgaria Branch . CMS Cameron McKenna LLP - Bulgaria Branch . Coca-Cola Enterprises Services
Bulgaria EOOD . Coca-Cola HBC Bulgaria AD . Coface Bulgaria Credit Management Services
EOOD . COLLIERS International Bulgaria . Comverse Bulgaria . Congress Engineering Ltd. .
Contitrans M Ltd. . ContourGlobal Maritsa East 3 AD . Curtis / Balkan Ltd. . DA Travel Ltd. .
Danailov, Drenski, Nedelchev & Co. . Delchev & Partners Law Firm . Deloitte Bulgaria EOOD .
denkstatt Bulgaria OOD . Dentsu Aegis Network Bulgaria OOD . Deutsche Bank AG . Devin AD
. DHL Express Bulgaria Ltd. . Diamed Ltd. . Dimitrov, Petrov & Co. . Djingov, Gouginski, Kyutchukov,
& Velichkov . Dobrev & Lyutskanov Law Firm . Dr. Greenberg Medical Center . Drujba Glassworks
SA . Dundee Precious Metals Inc. . DuPont Bulgaria EOOD . EcoPack Bulgaria AD . Edenred
Bulgaria . Ekoterm Proekt EAD . Ekotoi - Service Ltd. . Ekzotika EOOD . EL-A-Project Ltd. .
Electron Progress EAD . Eli Lilly and Company . Eltrak Bulgaria Ltd. . eMAG . EMC Computer
Systems Austria GmbH . Emerson Process Management . EnergoService AD . Engineeringservice
Sofia Ltd. . Enterprise Communications Group OOD . EOS Matrix Ltd. . EPAM Systems Bulgaria
. EQE Control OOD . Ernst & Young Bulgaria EOOD . ESRI Bulgaria Ltd. . Eurobank Bulgaria .
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) . European Trade Center EOOD . EVS
Translations Bulgaria . Expat Capital . Experian Bulgaria EAD . FairPlay International . Fama
Consulting OOD . Flying Cargo Bulgaria Ltd. - Licensee of FedEx . Force Delta Ltd. . Forton AD
. Foundation Glob@l Libraries - Bulgaria . Founders Foundation . Galardo Real Estate . Garitage
Investment Management EOOD . Gasstroymontaj Jsc . General Electric International . Georgiev,
Todorov & Co. . Geostroy AD . Geotechmin OOD . Geotrading AD . GfK Bulgaria, Market
Research Institute EOOD . Gi Group . GIFTA . Grand Hotel Sofia . GSK . GTC Bulgaria .
Gugushev & Partners Law Office . Harley-Davidson Sofia . Helios Power Jsc . Hewlett-Packard
Enterprise . Hilton Sofia . Holzindustrie Schweighofer . Honeywell EOOD . Hotel Marinela Sofia
. HP Inc Bulgaria EOOD . Hydroenergy Company JSC . IBM Bulgaria . ICAP Bulgaria JSC . IDC
Bulgaria . Ideal Standard - Vidima AD . Imperial Tobacco Bulgaria EOOD . Industrial Holding
Bulgaria . Ingram Micro SSC EMEA EOOD . InterConsult Bulgaria Ltd. . Interlang Ltd. .
International Legal Advice center - ILAC . Intertek BA . Intracom Bulgaria EAD . Investbank JSC
. Investor BG AD . IP Consulting Ltd. . Japan Tobacco International Bulgaria . Jobs.bg EOOD .
JobTiger Ltd. . Johnson & Johnson Bulgaria EOOD . Junior Achievement Bulgaria . KAI Group .
Kalamaris Group . Kambourov & Partners Attorneys at Law . Kamenitza AD . Katilin Popov
Enforcement Officers . Kempinski Hotel Grand Arena Bansko . Kinstellar . Kolcheva, Smilenov,
Koev and Partners Law Firm . KPMG Bulgaria OOD . LANDMARK Property Management AD . Law
Firm McGregor & Partners . Lexim Sofia Co. Ltd. . Lindner Immobilien Management EOOD . Lirex
BG Ltd. . M3 Communications Group, Inc. Hill+Knowlton Strategies Partner . Maria Vranovska, MD,
MBA . Mars Incorporated Bulgaria EOOD . Marsh LLC. . MBL| Part of the CBRE Affiliate Network
. Medical Center AmeriMed . Megatron EAD . Mellon Bulgaria EAD . Merck Sharp & Dohme
Bulgaria . MetLife Europe Ltd. - Bulgaria Branch . Microsoft Bulgaria . Miltech Ltd. . Minstroy
Holding Jsc . Mnemonica . Mobiltel EAD . Monbat Plc. . Mondelez Europe Services GMBH Bulgaria branch . Moten Sport . Moto-Pfohe Ltd. . Mr. Alex Nestor . Mr. David Hampson . Mr.
Jean Talmon . Mr. Kalin Kostov . Mr. Nikolay Ouzounov . Ms. Kalinka Kovatcheva . Ms. Margarita
Radeva, CPA . MTAC . Municipal Bank Plc . Musala Soft AD . Mylan EOOD . National Network
for Children . NDB Ltd. . Nemetschek Bulgaria . NEXTDOOR Ltd. . Novacon Bulgaria Ltd. .
Novotel Sofia . On Bulgaria Ltd. . Oracle East Central Europe Limited - Branch Bulgaria . Orak
Group Europe Ltd. . Orbit Ltd. . Panchim Ltd. . PANDA - IP Ltd. . pCloud . Pedersen & Partners
. Penev LLP . Penkov, Markov & Partners . Pfizer Luxembourg SARL Branch Bulgaria . Philip
Morris Bulgaria EOOD . Philips Bulgaria Ltd. . PPD Bulgaria EOOD . Premier Luxury Mountain
Resort . Premier Tours Ltd. . Prestige 96 AD . Provident Financial Bulgaria Ltd. . PSG Payroll
Services Ltd. . PwC Bulgaria . Quintiles Bulgaria Ltd. . Radisson Blu Grand Hotel . Raiffeisen
Investment Bulgaria EOOD . Raiffeisenbank Bulgaria EAD . Red Devil Catering Plc . Refan Bulgaria
Ltd. . Regus Bulgaria Ltd. . Renault Nissan Bulgaria SRL . Right Rental Ltd. . RSM BX Ltd. .
S&T Bulgaria EOOD . Sanofi - Aventis Bulgaria EOOD . Santa Fe Relocation Services . SAP .
Sb Accounting and Consulting . ScaleFocus . Schenker EOOD . Schneider Electric Bulgaria .
SECTRON . Sensata Technologies Bulgaria EOOD . Shell Bulgaria EAD . Sherita M Ltd. . Siemens
EOOD . Siemens Healthcare EOOD . SIENIT Holding . Silver Ridge Power . Sitel Bulgaria EOOD
. Sodexo Pass Bulgaria EOOD . Sofia Airport Center EAD . Sofia Hotel Balkan . Sofita Translation
Agency . Sogelife Bulgaria IJSC . Sopharma AD . Sopharma Trading JSC . Sportal.bg JSC .
Stanton Chase International Bulgaria . Stefan Dimitrov, Norman Realestate Co. Ltd. . Sterling
Serviced Office Group . Sunfoods Bulgaria EOOD - Development Licensee of McDonald’s in Bulgaria
. Sutherland Global Services Bulgaria EOOD . Synchron-S OOD . Tavex EOOD . TBI Bank EAD
. Techceramic-M . TechnoLogica EAD . Telelink EAD . Telenor Bulgaria . TELUS International
Europe . The Coca-Cola Company Bulgaria . Titan Zlatna Panega Cement . TMF Services EOOD
. Tocheva & Mandazhieva Law Office . Uber Bulgaria EOOD . UniCredit Bulbank . UniCredit
Leasing EAD . Unimasters Logistics Plc . Unique Estates . United Bulgarian Bank . Veolia Energy
Bulgaria EAD . Videolux Holding / Technopolis . VIP Security Ltd. . VISA Europe . Visteon
Electronics Bulgaria . Vitosha Soft Ltd. . VIVACOM . VMware Bulgaria EOOD . VSK Kentavar - IZ
Dinamika EOOD . VUZF University Higher School of Insurance and Finance . Walltopia Ltd. .
Welcome to Bulgaria . Westinghouse Energy Systems Bulgaria Branch . Woodward Bulgaria EOOD
. World Courier Bulgaria Ltd. . World Transport Overseas Bulgaria Ltd. . WorleyParsons Nuclear
Services JSC . Xerox Bulgaria Ltd. . Xogito Ltd. . Yatoto . Zlatina Ruseva-Savova, LL.M., MBA .
Zobele Bulgaria EOOD .
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Chamber News
World Aviation Business Execs
Meet in SoÀa

The Minister of Transport Ivaylo Moskovski
(right) addressed the
forum together with
the Deputy Chief
of Mission Martina
Strong.

SoÀa hosted for the Àrst time a conference organized by the American Association of Airport Executives (AAAE),
the International Association of Airport
Executives (IAAE), the U.S. Federal

CALENDAR

Aviation Administration (FAA), the
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), the Civil Aviation Administration, the Ministry of Transport of
Bulgaria, in collaboration with the U.S.
Embassy–SoÀa on Sept. 11-13, 2016.
Directors of seven U.S. airports met with
Bulgarian counterparts from SoÀa and
Plovdiv airports, as well as with Bulgarian aviation ofÀcials. The forum discussed
various topics - from new technological
services for the customers, airport trafÀc
increase - to traveler proÀle, security issues, role of airports in infrastructure and
tourism development.
Spencer Dickerson, senior executive vice
president of global operations, AAAE/IAAE,
and Carl Newman, CEO,
Jackson International Airport, Mississippi
tell more on page 36

Learning Digital-Age Copyright
At the AmCham business breakfast
the International Legal Advice Center
(ILAC) presented Copyright X, a course
under the auspices of the Harvard Law
School. The 2017 version of it will be
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brought to Bulgaria by ILAC, the ofÀcial
Harvard afÀliate for the course in Bulgaria. CopyrightX explores the current
law of copyright, the impact of that law
on art, entertainment, and industry and
the ongoing debates concerning how
the law should be reformed. Admission
will be administered through an open
application process that begins on Sept.
1, 2016, and ends on Dec. 15, 2016.
Read an article on the EU Copyright
Law on page 38
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Chamber Events
Bulgaria (pharmaceutical), CheckPoint
Trade (healthcare), GfK Bulgaria (marketing), pCloud (IT), Roche Bulgaria
(pharmaceutical), Woodward Bulgaria
(manufacturing).
“The number of innovative companies
in the AmCham community is growing
and that proves the Chamber is becoming a stronger and more inÁuential
business association in the country”,
Chemishanska said in her address to the
audience.
Georgiev presented the upgraded communications channels of the Chamber:
the rebranded website, new weekly
newsletter and redesigned bi-monthly
magazine.
Read more on page 46
AmCham Board
member Solomon
Passy and AmCham
President Krassimira
Chemishanska kindly
welcomed the new
members.

Six Companies Join the
Chamber, Speak in Front of
Community
AmCham Bulgaria hosted Meet the
new members party on Sept. 28, 2016,
at the SoÀa Hotel Balkan with some 80
member companies. The new members of the chamber and the guests
were warmly welcomed by Valentin
Georgiev, AmCham executive director,
Dr. Solomon Passy, BoD member, and
Krassimira Chemishanska, president.
The presented companies include Alcon

Valentin Georgiev,
AmCham executive director

Compliance within Data Transfer in Bulgaria
In September 2016, in his State of
the Union address, the President
of the European Commission
Junker stated "We need to be
connected. Our economy needs
it. People need it. And we have
to invest in that connectivity
now."
In parallel the European Commission proposed and released
a plan to consider and recast the
EU telecoms rules. In fact, the
Commission proposed a new
European Electronic Communi-

cations Code including forwardlooking and simpliÀed rules that
make it more attractive for all
companies to invest in new topquality infrastructures, everywhere in the EU, both locally and
across national borders.
Considering recent trends, it is
to be shared that telco companies originally domiciled outside
EU are looking for regulatory
and market vehicles to enter
the European market, including
through Bulgaria.

Given the volume of the EU
market, its structure and potential, such companies often choose
comparatively new approaches
– for example – by launching
data transfer applications in EU
member states, or by integrating proprietary IT solutions in
certain segments of traditional
telco markets.
Read the analysis of
Kambourov & Partners,
Attorneys At Law on page 41
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european hub

Bulgaria Rekindles Gas Prospects
A new project company, where up to 50 percent of
the shares will be offered to a strategic investor, will
build the Balkan gas hub in Varna. Prime Minister
Boyko Borissov vows not to allow gas ﬂows to
circumvent the country
The Balkan gas hub will provide the
technical infrastructure necessary for
a competitive clash of different suppliers, Deputy Prime Minister for EU
funds and Economic Policies Tomislav
Donchev told a forum attended by
representatives of some 35 companies,
including global giants and regional
players that have developed gas projects
in Bulgaria and the region: BP, U.S.based Cheniere Energy, Azerbaijan’s
Socar, OMV, Greece’s DEPA, RWE etc.
Russia’s Gazprom, however, failed to
send its representatives to the Bulgarian
conference.
Workers stand in front
of pipes for the TransAdriatic Pipeline (TAP),
in Spitalle, Albania,
Sept. 8, 2016. TAP is
a natural gas pipeline
project which will
start in Greece and
cross Albania and the
Adriatic Sea to end in
southern Italy bringing
gas from the Caspian
region to European
markets.
Photo by EPA

By Marina Georgieva
Will the Bulgarian government manage to cope with the challenge of laying
the basis of an integrated gas market?
Is there a working plan that can give
this country a just place in the world’s
natural gas distribution map? The Àrst
serious steps in this direction have been
already made with

the Balkan gas hub,
which was designed to support Bulgaria’s strategy for diversiÀcation of the
energy supplies and routes. The idea
for a gas distribution center in Varna
was adopted by Borissov’s cabinet back
in late 2014 and in 2015 it received the
blessing of the European Commission.
After a series of meetings and shuttles,
the project was given the green light in
early September this year. In Bulgaria,
the Balkan gas hub enjoys the support of all political powers, including
governing, oppositional and nonparliamentary parties. It is this “warm
reception” that indicates the project has
future.

Prime Minister Borissov said investors
could feel invited to take part in the
negotiations on the gas hub operation.
He added he was convinced the project
would materialize, because in recent
years Bulgaria had invested a lot in
infrastructure; it had built interconnectors and provided diversiÀcation, which
– together with its political stability –
made it an extremely good partner.

The steps ahead
Now that the European Commission
has given permission for the construction of the Balkan gas hub, the talks to
secure the maximum possible quantities
for it can start. Tripartite meetings will
be organized between Brussels, SoÀa
and anyone willing to participate in the
hub. However, the success of the project
depends mainly on the construction of
a gas pipeline to the Black Sea to carry
Russian gas.
A new project company will be set up as
a subsidiary of Bulgartransgaz to take
charge of the construction of the Balkan
gas hub. A strategic investor is planned
to be offered up to 50 percent of the
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european hub

shares in the company.

country, the fact that Bulgaria is a reliable partner with a well developed gas
transmission network and compressor
stations in place, and its efforts to diversify its gas sources by working with
neighboring states. In the past few years
Bulgaria has invested in the modernization of its gas transmission network and
its capacity increases by 17 billion cubic
meters a year.

The project is based on four or Àve
independent gas sources: own production; the Trans-Balkan Pipeline (about
25 billion cubic meters); quantities from
Romania, which is expected to start exporting gas; quantities coming through
the interconnector with Greece, which
gives Bulgaria access
to Caspian gas and
LNG from the future
The hub is aimed
terminal in Alexanat encouraging the
dropoulos.

Representatives of
leading international
companies of the gas
sector, investment
funds and Ànancial institutions participated
in the investor’s round
table near Varna.
They discussed the
concept of building a
Balkan gas hub by the
Bulgarian government.
From left to right:
Ivan Ivanov, chairman
of the Commission
of Energy and Water
Regulation, professor Atanas Tasev
and Valentin Nicolov,
representative of
GERB and ex CEO of
the “Kozlodui” nuclear
power plant.

Europe currently has
17 points of sale for
natural gas – most
connectivity of all gas
of them virtual ones.
The costs of building
There is no regional
sources in the region of
the new routes are
hub in the Balkans,
South-East Europe
estimated at about
however, and the
1.5 billion Euro. The
construction of such
very construction works are expected
a hub is compatible with all possible
to begin in 2020. Five countries have
future projects, including gas pipelines
already shown interest in delivering
across the Black Sea. Therefore, the
gas to the future gas distribution center:
Balkan gas hub is aimed at encouragAzerbaijan, Turkmenistan, Iran, the
ing the connectivity of all gas sources
United States and Russia. The creation
in the region of South-East Europe. The
of the hub provides opportunities for
project does not compete with other gas
new gas Áows on the territory of the
distribution centers that exist or that are
country, with the routes passing north
being developed and planned.
or south of the Balkan Mountains. That
will secure an increase in the gas transit
According to Klaus-Dieter Borchardt,
quantities to 43 billion cubic meters
director for the Internal Energy Market
a year. Depending on the investors’
at the European Commission's Directointerest, there is an option to build two
rate General for Energy, the demand for
instead of one pipeline, Bulgartransgaz
natural gas in Europe in future cannot
representatives said.
be determined for sure. Some forecasts
show that demand will remain stable,
There are several reasons why Bulgaria
while others predict it will decrease. He
is the perfect place for a gas hub. These
said that in any case natural gas was
include the geographical location of the
used in different areas and demand for
it would increase. The production of
natural gas in Europe is on the decline,
both in the North Sea and the Netherlands. That is due to the earthquakes
which are dangerous for gas production.
With time, there will be a gas shortage.
So what is the solution? It is mainly
building gas pipelines. There are many
gas pipeline projects across Europe.
The gas pipelines in North and NorthWest Europe should not be given any
special preference. It is not a good idea
for all the gas to be concentrated in one
place. Southeast Europe also has an irrevocable right to take advantage of gas
transmission, which will bring many
beneÀts to the Balkan region: invest-
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ment, jobs, improved infrastructure and
many more, Borchardt added.
It is true that Bulgaria is a small market,
especially when compared with the
potential of the whole region, including the neighboring states, which have
a total gross domestic product of 1.2

Worker checks gas
valves of the main
natural gas pipeline
at the gas-compressor
station.

trillion Euro, a population of 126 million
and gas consumption exceeding 70 billion cubic meters a year. It is a fact that
industrial production and urbanization
encourage the consumption of natural gas, the more so that it is the most
environment-friendly energy source.
Statistical data show that electrical energy cannot compete with gas in terms
of price. In 2015, global natural gas
production reached a record high and
demand increased more than 1.4 percent
compared to 2014. Besides, the price of
gas is a good precondition for increased
consumption in industry, economists
forecast.
Southeast Europe does not need only
gas interconnection – it needs economic
growth too. The security of supplies and
the price of energy resources, including natural gas, are a major factor for
economic competitiveness.

First Steps of the Balkan Hub:
a Regional Gas Center in Bulgaria
The concept for the construction of a gas distribution center (hub) on the territory of Bulgaria is
based on the idea that signiÀcant gas quantities
will enter a real physical point in the region of
Varna for further transportation and trade. At the
same time that point will serve as a place for gas
trade: a hub where each market participant can
trade in natural gas on market principles. The idea
of building a gas hub is supported by the strategic
geographical location of Bulgaria, well-developed
existing gas infrastructure for transmission and storage and the interconnection projects with Romania, Turkey, Greece and Serbia.
Building a gas hub is aimed at the construction
of the necessary gas transmission infrastructure to
connect the natural gas markets of the member
states in the region: Bulgaria, Greece, Romania,
Hungary, Croatia, Slovenia and, through them, the
member states in Central and West Europe, as well
as the countries of the Energy Community: Serbia,
Macedonia, Bosnia and Herzegovina etc., thus
contributing to achieving the major priorities of the
European energy policy.
Natural gas quantities from various sources could
enter the hub: Russian natural gas through a new
offshore gas pipeline and along the existing route,
natural gas produced in the Black Sea shelf – Bulgarian (from the blocks of Khan Asparuh, Silistar,

Teres) and Romanian, natural gas from southern
gas corridor sources (Caspian, Middle East and
Eastern Mediterranean) and LNG from the terminals in Greece and Turkey.
In December 2015 the Bulgarian government and
the European Commission agreed on the establishment of a joint working group to support the development of the trade concept, business and Ànancial plan of the Balkan gas hub. The working group
is headed by Vice Premier Tomislav Donchev on
behalf of Bulgaria and by Klaus-Dieter Borchardt,
director of Internal Energy Market, on behalf of the
European Commission.
Between December 2015 and June 2016 several
meetings were held in SoÀa and Brussels to evaluate the legal, regulatory and Ànancial aspects of
the project. The main tasks of the working group
are focused on identifying solutions for the necessary technical infrastructure, the main natural gas
sources, the main exit directions and potential markets for natural gas supply. Creating a stable regulatory framework and trade environment aimed at
facilitated connection between Bulgaria and the
rest of Southeast Europe is also within the scope of
the working group. Last but not the least, a priority of
the working groups is to propose a business model
concept for the management of the Balkan gas
hub, as well as potential sources for its funding.
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The question marks
It is a fact admitted by Bulgarian politicians and energy experts alike. The hub
as infrastructure and a trade platform
can exist without additional Russian gas
supplies but it will be much more attractive and economically viable if supplied
with additional quantities through the
Black Sea.

very clear statement of what is going to
happen: in 2019 the pipelines through
Ukraine will be cut, which means physically terminating nearly 18 billion cubic
meters of gas transit through Bulgaria
and 3 billion cubic meters of gas supply
for Bulgaria.

Russia’s plan is to make Bulgaria compete with Germany on whether there
should be a second
“The government
pipeline through
will in no way alAs
infrastructure
Bulgaria or not, said
low Bulgaria to be
energy expert Atanas
and trade platform the
circumvented by the
Tasev. “I hope there
main gas connections hub can exist without
will be another pipe,”
that will be built in
additional
Russian
gas
he added. Bulgaria
Southeast Europe
will remain on the
and turn from a masupplies
gas map, however,
jor player on the gas
because its biggest
transmission market
resource
is
the
availability
of active cainto a net energy consumer,” Prime
pacity
–
a
hub
without
active
capacity is
Minister Boyko Borissov said recently.
very
difÀ
cult
to
materialize,
Tasev
said.
He was commenting on Gazprom CEO
Alexey Miller’s statement that there
would be no pipeline from Turkish
Stream to Bulgaria and that Russian gas
would be delivered to Europe through
Greece.

Vice-premier Tomislav
Donchev: A guarantee
for the sustainability
of the Balkan gas hub
is the fact that the
European Commission
has stated in advance,
“Yes, that is a key
European project.”

As a matter of fact, no ofÀcial talks have
been held so far with Moscow for a very
simple reason: the Balkan hub has been
just a concept. The position of the Russian side is well known: it requires ironclad guarantees from Bulgaria and the
European Union if it decides to build
a new pipeline to the Bulgarian coast.
It is also true that Russia has made a

“The European Union is a debtor to
Bulgaria concerning gas supplies,
because Bulgaria has always been loyal
and disciplined and has fulÀlled all
European requirements,” Prime Minister Borissov said. He called on the
European Commission to make sure the
European rules were strictly observed in
relation to Greece too if Russia decided
to import gas to Europe through Turkish Stream. Part of the gas from that
pipeline is planned to be carried to the
Turkish market, and another part will
go to Europe through a hub near the
Turkish-Greek border.

As a matter of fact,
Bulgaria has a transit network
with 17.9 billion cubic meters of capacity and transports fuel to Greece, Turkey and Macedonia. The internal transmission network can convey 7.5 billion
cubic meters, compared to domestic
consumption of some 3 billion cubic
meters a year. According to energy
experts even now there is plenty of free
capacity available, which is reserved
until 2030 under an agreement with
Gazprom, though. The hub will need
infrastructure connecting the markets
of natural gas in Bulgaria, Greece, Romania, Hungary, Croatia and Slovenia
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and, through them, Central and West
Europe, as well as the Energy Community countries, i.e. Serbia, Macedonia,
Bosnia and Herzegovina, etc.
The gas connection with
Romania, linking Ruse and
The gas connection
Giurgiu, is under construcwith Serbia is planned
tion. It is due to be completed by end of fall. The
for 2019
pipes have capacity of 0.5
to 1.5 billion cubic meters.
The interconnector was delayed by
issues arising during the laying of the
pipes on the Danube’s bottom. Real
market tests are being carried out on
the gas connection with Greece, which
links Komotini with Stara Zagora, to
collect requests for the future use of the
pipe. It is 182 kilometers long, with 151
kilometers located on Bulgarian territory, and has capacity of 3 to 5 billion
cubic meters a year. It is planned to be
completed in the second half of 2019.
The project is developed by ICGB,
including Bulgarian Energy Holding
and IGI Poseidon as shareholders. The
gas connection with Serbia is planned
for 2019. It will link SoÀa and Dimitrovgrad and will have capacity of 1.8
billion cubic meters.

droupolis. Meanwhile Bulgartransgaz
has started upgrading its compressor
stations. The refurbishment of the
Petrich station has made gas deliveries from Greece possible. Virtual trade
with Greece has also started. For the
time being only minimum quantities
are being traded, because – as a result
of the low oil prices (on which the
agreement with Gazprom is based) –
currently Bulgaria has the lowest gas
price in Europe. Virtual trade is when
a Bulgarian company makes a deal
in Greece but takes its quantity from
the Russian gas that is transported
through Bulgarian pipes to Greece.
Even when the interconnectors are
completed, that will not be a hub. On
the map, Bulgartransgaz’s experts
draw a Russian source coming from
the Black Sea, which means they rely
on the Southern Stream option.

Documents of Bulgartransgaz from
previous years show that a gas pipeline
is planned from Varna to Oryahovo,
which follows the onshore section of
the former Southern Stream. The new
project envisaged 844 kilometers of gas
pipelines, two compressor stations and
capacity of 42.6 billion cubic meters a
year. In early June
The other major
Bulgaria signed an
interconnector is the
agreement with SloThe other major
one with Turkey. It is
vakia on the delivery
interconnector is the
planned for 2020 and
of more than 10 bilwill have capacity
lion cubic meters of
one with Turkey that is
of 2.3 billion cubic
gas along the future
planned for 2020
meters a year. The
Eastring Pipeline. The
southern gas connecproject was initiated
tions are especially important, because
by Slovakia after Southern Stream was
they will allow the Bulgarian network
halted. It is intended to transport gas
to get connected with TANAP, which
from West Europe to the Balkans. So,
will deliver Azeri gas through Turonce the pipes are built, the hub may
key, and with TAP, the construction
be supplied with Russian gas through
of which was just recently launched.
a new offshore pipeline and through
The latter pipeline will carry gas from
the current route, provided the negotiaGreece to Italy. These pipes will allow
tions with Russia on observing the EuBulgaria to receive the 1 billion cubic
ropean rules are successful. Gas is also
meters of Azeri gas that was negotiexpected to come from the gas Àelds
ated years ago and to secure deliveries
in the Black Sea: the blocks of Khan
from the LNG terminals in Turkey and
Asparuh, Silistar and Teres, as well as
Greece.
the Romanian blocks. Another source is
the southern gas corridor: carrying gas
The Bulgarian state has stated readifrom the Caspian region, the Middle
ness to become shareholder in the
East and the Eastern Mediterranean,
future LNG terminal near AlexanBulgartransgaz projects.
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How Much Will Municipalities
Rescuing Plans Cost?
The new mechanism can lead to ﬁnancial and political problems,
say Petar Ganev and Ivayla Radenkova from IME
the Àrst municipalities whose Ànancial
indicators have degraded and need new
rescuing procedures.
The latest amendments in the Public
Finance Act were adopted in late May
2016. They introduced new rules on
starting the procedure for
Ànancial strengthening of
municipalities and opened
the opportunity for interestfree loans, granted from the
central budget.

Financial
and political
problems can
occur without
solving major
structural
challenges

According to Petar Ganev
and Ivayla Radenkova,
economists at the Institute
for Market Economics
(IME), the idea behind this
mechanism is laudably
disciplinary. Nevertheless,
it can lead to Ànancial and
political problems without
solving major structural challenges
before municipal budgets.
Several months after adopting this
mechanism we already know which are

The municipality in Dospat

As of mid 2016 among these are 36
municipalities, including regional centers such as Vidin, Kardzhali, Lovech,
Pernik, Sliven, and Smolyan.
At present we know that they have all
prepared their Ànancial rescue plans
and are now waiting (or are discussing) the opinion from the Ministry of
Finance. Without giving much information, it became clear from the public
appearances of the Ànance minister that
he is not truly satisÀed with these plans,
which makes us believe more measures
will be needed.
What has not been announced publicly yet, however, is the amount of the
requested interest-free loans, that is, the
sum that Bulgarian taxpayers will have
to pay for rescuing indebted municipalities, analysts say.
The law allows this loan not to be reimbursed (on a proposal from the Ànance

The municipality in Sliven
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Pernik’s municipality
on a city square (L)

minister and with an act from the Council of Ministers), thus turning it into a
grant rescue aid.

ties promise they will work harder on
improving property tax and vehicle tax
collection.

IME has been examining published
draft plans of some local
governments and to a certain extent it seems they are
not well motivated, as the
Ministry of Finance says;
IME has also concerns that
most municipalities have
requested large amounts of
money.

Many fees have been increased – on
sidewalks, retail and wholesale markets,
and technical services use. At the same
time, they introduce some new fees – on
Blue Zone for vehicle parking, on use of
sport halls and municipality facilities,
cabins, swimming pools, etc.

Local
governments
aim to use the
requested money
for repaying old
debts

What do
the plans say?

The analysts have reviewed the plans of eight municipalities – Pernik, Lovech, Nedelino, Dospat,
Rudozem, Kardzhali, Vidin, and Sliven.
The plans show that the indebted local
governments aim to use the requested
money for repaying old debts. They also
give an idea of the status and indebtedness of the municipalities, but as a
whole they don’t include clear rescue
strategy in the Àxed three-year period.
In order to improve their Ànancial state
in the next three years, municipalities
plan similar courses of action. On the
revenue side almost all municipali-

Apart from increasing some taxes and
fees, several local governments have
chosen more unusual measures for increasing revenues and reducing spending such as opening and promoting
charitable savings accounts for helping the municipality budget, reducing
spending on public street lighting, or
minimizing repairs.
As for spending, most municipalities
will start budget optimization of the local administration, as well as saving on
cultural activities and funding for sport
clubs.
Pernik, which has the highest arrears on
its budget as for mid 2016 (18,5 million
Leva), has requested a 20-million-Leva
interest-free loan. Sliven, second in arrears (17.6 million Leva), has requested
a 17.2-million-Leva interest-free loan.
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Europe As a Rose
By Boyko Vassilev

The rose is a rose is a rose. This sentence by Gertrude Stein has gained
the name of an aphorism known for
being meaningless.

Heads of states and
governments of the 27
EU member countries
gather for a group
photo op at the Bratislava castle during the
Bratislava EU summit,
Sept. 16, 2016.

To state the evident can mean a lot
of things. I read the sentence as a
mockery of the verbosity of poetry
and its efforts to fill the atmosphere
with metaphors. But I may well be
wrong; most probably I am. In literary history, questioning the sense is
an advantage. What would critics do
otherwise?
In real history, however, that is not
the case. Forgive my naivety, but I

still believe that looking for a sense in
leaders’ actions is mandatory.
In this light, one can think about
the UK Prime Minister, Ms Theresa
May, who was recently heard repeating again and again “Brexit is Brexit.”
What does it mean? You can say May
wants to underscore the evident. But
who questions it? The rest of the Europeans? The British? May herself? It
is not clear. What is only clear is that
nothing is clear.
At any rate, nobody knows how
Brexit will happen and how long it
will take. The latest news is that the
negotiations will start in January or
February 2017. The notorious Article
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European Union leaders meet to discuss
a new strategy and
future of the European
Union after the recent
Brexit referendum in
the United Kingdom.

50 will be activated then – and the
United Kingdom will have about two
years to exit the European Union.

German Chancellor
Angela Merkel (R)
and French President
Francois Hollande (L)
address the media
at the Bratislava EU
summit.

The only problem is that we cannot
get rid of the impression that both
the British government and the European Union are trying hard to put off
the hour of final decisions – probably
with the absurd hope that something
worse will happen and rid us all of
the responsibility of drinking the bitter cup.

Regretfully, that may happen too.
The European Union is going
through its hardest trials of all.
“The EU is in a crisis,” says Angela
Merkel, the leader of the strongest
member state. Bulgarian President
Rosen Plevneliev in turn counts
a total of 11 European crises.
I do not know how he counts them
but I can immediately think of
the refugee, the financial and the
Schengen ones. This is an explosive mixture that can frighten
everyone. If it was not about 500
million people, the most powerful economy in the world and
undoubtedly the highest standard
of living, a war would have broken
out long ago.
So what are the scenarios from now
on? For convenience, let’s suggest the
possible scenarios are always three:
one of terror, one of happiness and
one of chaos.
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European Union and the advocates of
FREXIT
win it by a large majority. The EU
turns into a Germany-dominated
union, where the poor and the small
stretch a hand to the German social system and the richer (like the
Netherlands) start considering an
exit. Scotland and Catalonia take the
path to independence; the Basques,
the Corsicans and the North Italians
walk in their steps.

Hungary's Prime Minister Viktor Orban (R)
and the Prime Minister
of Bulgaria, Boyko Borissov (L), chat during
a group photo call at
the Bratislava castle.

1. Terror scenario
It is the one drawn recently. It comes
down to Brexit triggering a chain
reaction of shocks that shake the European Union and finally destroy it.
Imagine that…
… the Five Stars
Movement of comedian Beppe Grillo
wins the election
in Italy, Marine
le Pen in France,
Donald Trump in
the United States, and Alternative for
Germany enters the Bundestag with
a two-digit result. Encouraged by
Brexit, all populists get voter bonuses
and take power.

The United States shuts itself up and
stops taking interest in the European affairs. Meanwhile the refugees
from the latest wave fight along the
newly built borders to reach German territory. The Germans get sick
and tired of it all – and also exit the
union. Europe is struck off the map
and countries like Bulgaria have to
balance between Turkey, Russia and
the increasingly nervous NATO, until
it falls apart too.
Finally, the Europe of Brussels collapses (in Brussels itself Arabic is
declared the third
official language)
and half a century of
efforts are wasted.

Bulgaria to
balance between
Turkey, Russia
and NATO

Italy abandons the Euro. France
holds a referendum on exiting the

But while we are
recovering from the
fear, let’s keep in
mind that many are
still dreaming a…

2. Happiness scenario
These are the Euro-optimists, the
federalists, many of the candidate
member countries, Brussels’ employees and their relatives and many
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of the Erasmus
generation (to use
the name of the
student exchange
programs), who do
not have the imagination to think of a
world with borders,
wire fences and
border protection dogs.

fail to win a major
election in a large
European country
or the United States.
Just the opposite,
the droopy forelock
of Boris Johnson
makes Donald
Trump’s forelock
droop too. Thus, as Bosnian President Bakir Izetbegovic told me with
hope, the European idea gets a new
life chance. Jean-Claude Juncker
becomes a superstar.

Most often
people who see
the world in rose
colors change it

What does this scenario look like?
In it, Brexit does nothing but mobilize the dormant advocates of the

In the end, the Europeans finally become aware that they have no other
chance but get more united: economic integration is too little – let’s make
it political integration. It starts
from the nucleus Àrst –
Germany and France, then the Netherlands and Belgium, and then comes
the miracle: the recovery of Italy, the
awakening of Spain and the power of
Poland.
United Europe is triumphant. The
British stay in the corner, their noses
rubbed in it. And countries like Bulgaria praise their historic European
choice. It brings rich European funds,
wider motorways, happy countrymen and even recovery of the public
life. A monument is built in Sofia to
the first negotiators with Brussels.
British Prime Minister Theresa May (L)
shakes hands with
President of the European Parliament Martin Schulz (R) outside
10 Downing Street in
London, Britain, Sept.
22. May and Schulz
discussed the United
Kingdom's plans on
exiting the EU.
EPA/ANDY RAIN

European Union. They jump, collect
themselves and call populism to final
battle. Their immunity is strong, their
will for resistance invincible, their
success certain.
Sobered up by Brexit, the populists
retreat – and with small exceptions
(the local elections in Germany)

Just do not laugh. Many see the
world in rose colors – and most often
these are the people that change it.
Life may also serve us a…

3. Chaos scenario
The world of chaos is actually the
world of compromise. The history
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of United Europe
is full of half-steps
and compromises
that are often called
thus – European.
They move things
forward – well, not
at the speed we
would like them to, but still – movement there is.

national option
and the popularity
of Viktor Orban in
Hungary will not
destroy the European Union; they
will get incorporated
in it – easily, slowly,
secretly, in a European manner. Thus
the virus will turn into immunity.

Yes, the populists will lose somewhere and win somewhere else. Even
if they win, they will make a compromise with the status quo or they will
be compromised forever. Yes, populism is on the rise. But even those
who have gained from the European
unification have something to say.
They have the right to voice, and they
have the money. European businesses, workers, middle class – they
all unite their interest to
prevent a collapse.

Germany and France will find a way
to keep their engine going. Probably
the Germans will delicately step back
to make their economic power less
annoying. The French will take the
helm and countries like Poland, Italy
and Spain - together or in some combination – will try to play the role
of the third one, which has been so
far successfully played by the United
Kingdom.

Poland, Italy
and Spain to play
the role of the
third one

Angela
Merkel's style:
slowly and easily,
but going forward

After all, that is how the
European Union was
built after World War II.
Some trial arises, they all
bewail their lot, gather
together at the table in
the end, stay sleepless for a few hours
and there is the solution!
It is not perfectly good but it is not
bad either. After all, the Union stays.
That’s how Maastricht, Lisbon and
Schengen were reached. Something
like that can happen now. The more
so that this is Angela Merkel’s style:
slowly and easily, but going forward.
Brexit there will be but it will neither be quick, nor fatal. Separatism
will gain partial victories – and so
will populism. The victories of the

Countries like Bulgaria will have
good days and bad ones. They will
balance between Merkel and Orban,
between the West-European liberalism and the conservatism of Central
Europe. They will hope that Europe
will not collapse (so that their economy does not go to the dogs) and will
pretend that they can do without it
(so that their domestic policy does
not go to the dogs).
And when they are asked what their
interest is, they will repeat “Europe is
Europe is Europe,” because there will
be nothing else to say.
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Free Trade Is Dead –
Long Live Free Trade
TTIP is not even on the agenda of the presidential
campaign, which may be its best chance of surviving
doubt. Revoking an existing multinational
agreement is an enormously complex
process; and whoever becomes the 44th
U.S. president will most likely abide by
the existing deals. After all, Americans
generally pay little attention to foreign
affairs after the elections are over and the
president will have plenty of excuses not
to tinker with the agreement.

Several thousand people lead by tractors
take part in a large
demonstration against
two transatlantic
trade agreements at
the town hall square
of Hamburg, Germany,
Sept. 17 2016.
EPA/BODO MARKS

By Christopher Karadjov
When I asked a former senior U.S. diplomat during a recent meeting at the Los
Angeles World Affairs Council about the
perspectives of the TTIP (Transatlantic
Trade and Investment Partnership), she
looked at me quizzically.
“You mean, the TPP (Trans-PaciÀc
Partnership), right?”
“No, I am curious about your take on
TTIP,” I said. “The trade deal between
the United States and the European Union,” I added, as if the diplomat needed
my clariÀcation.
“It is a non-issue at the moment,” she
replied curtly. “It is background noise –
and thank God for that!”
My question was somewhat rhetorical,
indeed. As the mood in the presidential
campaign has swung so widely that “free
trade” is a dirty phrase to many voters,
the future of such trade deals seems uncertain. The TPP, which has already been
signed by the United States and 11 PaciÀc
Rim nations (excluding China and Russia), is under attack but it’s fate is less in

TTIP is an entirely different matter,
because it does not exist as of yet. The
opposition to it has been well known and
widely spread across the European Union, even though it barely registers on the
radar in the United States in this unprecedented presidential campaign. Americans
are simply not thinking of it as of yet and
also, perhaps, the most main fears of the
U.S. public – notably, jobs trickling overseas – are not associated that much with
Europe as they are with China, Southeast
Asia (hence the opposition to TPP) and
Mexico (which brings the 22-year-old
NAFTA into the discussion yet again).
This said, TTIP has its own steep challenges to overcome. Let me quote what an
analyst for the Bertelsmann Foundation
wrote at the end of September, just before
the meeting of EU’s trade ministers in
Bratislava: “For TTIP to succeed, negotiators must resolve a number of critical
points of disagreement, and political leaders must effectively communicate what
TTIP is and what its actual effects might
be. In Europe especially, popular opinion
must see signiÀcant change. Such a shift
is unlikely in the near term, though, given
that public opposition is so widespread
and its sources so diverse.” In mid September a few hundred thousand Germans
came out on the streets to protest TTIP.
We can argue that Germany is one of the
few countries in the world that seemingly
do well without such trade deals (it boasts
an unprecedented $310-billion current-account surplus in 2016), but as they say in
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enumerating all areas of agreement and
disagreement can take up a few volumes
of highly technical discussion.

EU's TTIP Chief
Negotiator Ignacio
Garcia Bercero gives
a press brieÀng at the
end of 14th Round
of the Transatlantic
Trade and Investment
Partnership (TTIP) negotiations in Brussels,
Belgium, July 15, 2016.
EPA/STEPHANIE
LECOCQ

investment ads on TV, “past performance
is not a guarantee of future results.” Still,
it matters what the public thinks.
This is underscored by the fact that nobody makes much fuss about the recently
concluded EU-Canada Comprehensive
Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA),
which is principally not that different
from TTIP. Clearly, few in the Old Continent fear Canada, while the United States
is a favorite scarecrow.
TTIP is actually in a very advanced stage
of completion, with about 97 percent
of trade tariffs slated for elimination;
the remaining sticking points pertain
to agriculture and industrial goods. Yet
those also happen to be the ones the European public opinion is mostly sensitive
about, particularly in the areas of GMOs
and multinational corporations’ ability
to challenge national governments in
court. Other major issues remain, such as
government procurement (think about
its importance in aerospace industry, for
instance), and the resolution of investment disputes, which the United States is
unwilling to cede to the precedent-setting
international court desired by the European Union. Too, the agricultural lobbies
on both sides of the Atlantic enjoy an outsized inÁuence that cannot be discounted
easily. They remind me in a peculiar way
of the lobbying power that the Cuban
exiles in Miami had until recently in U.S.
politics, which held back any meaningful action related to the small (and quite
insigniÀcant) island nation for over a half
century. As with any such complex treaty,

Cecilia Malmström and Michael Froman
– respectively, the EU trade commissioner
and U.S. trade representative – have been
expressing repeatedly their belief that the
deal can be hammered out before the end
of the year. Most independent observers
have disagreed with such optimism. It is
absolutely certain that nothing meaningful will be announced before the Nov. 8
elections, even if there were a signiÀcant
break-through in the negotiations. As I
said above, the U.S. audience may not
have been paying much attention to what
is going on with the TTIP, but this can
change on a dime, given the prevailing
populist anti-trade sentiments.
We can also be certain that technocratic
arguments alone are not sufÀcient to win
this debate.
The Economist recently published an impassionate and well-argued defense of globalization and free trade, which included
data from a study that found out that if
borders were closed via high tariffs or
other restrictions, people on high incomes
would lose 28% of their purchasing power,
while “the poorest 10% of consumers
would lose 63% of their spending power,
because they buy relatively more imported
goods.” Free trade, the publication argued,
is about efÀciency, not about job creation or
loss per se, which have many other different causes, including demographics. Such
nuances are not easy to explain outside
of the academia, though, and few people
have the time, inclination or ability to pour
over all the pros and cons. Politicians will
have to make a better case out of it.
It is very likely that TTIP will be signed
in the end, just like TPP will survive the
current crisis, regardless of who gets to
be the next president of the United States.
The trade deal may undergo some signiÀcant last-moment modiÀcations, and the
negotiations are not going to be easy. To
stem the Áow of free trade in 2016 seems
impossible, though, and the forces that
support it are perhaps stronger if not as
vocal as those who oppose it.
Or so it seems.
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Central European Companies Saw a
3.5-percent Growth in 2015, Slowed
Down in 2016
In 2015 the majority of CE countries saw an increase in the rate
of their economic growth, which
also translated into higher average revenue of the region’s 500
largest businesses. The CE TOP
500 ranking of Deloitte Central
Europe indicates that in 2015
median revenues of analyzed
companies grew by 3.5 percent,
faster than in the preceding year
(2014), when the increase stood at
only 0.3 percent. The growth rate
accelerated in the manufacturing
as well as consumer business and
transportation industries, while
the decline in revenue observed

Geographical
structure of
companies

in the energy and resources
businesses in 2014 had decelerated. The increase in revenues
generated by telecommunication
companies reversed the negative
trend previously registered in the
TMT industry.
In 2015, the countries excelling in
the region in terms of their GDP
growth were the Czech Republic
(up by 4.6 percent), Romania (3.8
percent), Poland (3.6 percent) and
Hungary (2.9 percent).
They have exerted a signiÀcant
and positive impact on the CE

TOP 500 2016 ranking and constitute a considerable (74 percent)
share in the total number of businesses included in the ranking.

Mixed economic outlooks
in the region
Despite improved revenue reported by the largest businesses in
2015, the current business outlook
for the region may slow down in
several economies. The Deloitte
Central Europe CFO Survey (conducted in May 2016) reveals that
CFOs were moderately optimistic
about the economic developments
in the region – the proportion of
CE companies expecting a rise in
their revenue was 63 percent.
The risk appetite was still limited, however, while geopolitical
factors and foreign demand were
seen as the major sources of uncertainty. The 2006 outlooks predict that the economic situation in
a number of countries in the region may deteriorate compared to
2015. Forecasts for 2016 issued by
the International Monetary Fund
predict a lower GDP growth in
seven countries represented in
the ranking, namely, in the Czech
Republic (forecasted growth 2.1
percent lower than that reported
in 2015) and in Hungary (lower
by 0.6 percent).
For Poland, the GDP growth
projected by the Ministry of Finance stood at 3.4 percent, which
implies a moderate decline versus
the 2015 level.
Considering the overall view
emerging from an analysis of this
year’s ranking we may conclude
that 2015 was a good year for the
largest Central European companies.
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Key Àgures
Central Europe Top 500

After the Àrst quarter of 2016 the
results were not so optimistic,
indicating a 3.3 percent decrease
denominated in the Euro (a 0.9
percent growth in local currencies).
This year’s increase in the median
revenue for all companies has
been driven by all industries of
the economy, except for energy
and resources, where the revenue stagnated due to low oil
prices. The chief contributor to
the positive performance was
manufacturing, joined by consumer business and transportation industries, which, along with
energy companies, were the most
numerous group in the ranking.
Further analysis of the ranking
also indicates the following:
• 66.6 percent of businesses
reported revenue growth in 2015,
versus 52 percent in 2014;
• The data for the Àrst quarter of
2016, however, indicate that the
trend has reversed and that most

companies reported a decline
(61.2 percent versus 44.8 percent
in 2015);
• The manufacturing industry
reported the highest, 7.4-percent
increase in revenue in the Euro
(9.8 percent in local currencies),
which was driven mainly by the
good performance of automotive
companies, seeing an average rise
in revenue of 12.9 percent;
• Revenue in Euro in the consumer business and transportation
industry went up by 4.1 percent
versus 5.9 percent in local currencies;
• Five new representatives of the
consumer business and transportation industry joined the ranking
(at 183 this is the largest group in
the ranking);
• After further decreases in oil
prices, it was yet another year of
declines in revenue for oil and
gas companies, which reached

a negative 8.1 percent (and a
decline of 5.3 percent in local
currencies). This fall was slightly
compensated by an improved
performance in the energy sector,
hence the average revenue in the
energy and resources industry
remained stable;
• Assets of the 50 largest banks
grew on average by 5.9 percent
compared to 2014. Asset growth
was reported by 76 percent of
banks in the ranking, while the
median return on equity (ROE)
decreased slightly from 8.9 percent in 2014 to 8.5 percent in 2015;
• The 50 largest insurers in the
region recorded an increase in
their gross written premiums
(GWP), on average by 4.5 percent, which implies a reversal of
the negative trend observed in
the previous years. The median
return on equity in the insurance industry decreased from
15.1 percent in 2014 to 12.4 percent in 2015.
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Debt Collection: Bu
Collection companies purchased the record amount of 609 million leva of
debt during the ﬁrst half of 2016. The mediators in debtor-creditor relations
collect overdue receivables worth more than 1 billion leva
By Marina Tzvetkova
This year, some 9,000 Texas residents
received their Christmas presents in
June. Santa’s role was played by John
Oliver, the British-born host of an
HBO comedy show, who purchased
and forgave medical debts worth
$15 million. Thus
Oliver made happy
hundreds of people
who had become
insolvent due to
sky-high expenses
on life-threatening
diseases. That cost
him only $60,000
dollars, plus a 50
dollar fee.

naturally stimulated the business of
collection companies that deal with
debt collection and assignment.
The market niche is relatively new
for Bulgaria. It attracts strong interest, however, which is the reason for
the emergence of
a large number of
companies specializing in debt
collection. The Àrst
such agencies appeared in 1991-1993
and the number of
licensed companies
at present exceeds
90.

The market
has good
prospects with
indebtedness of
business

Or probably that was not a cause.
That was probably just an advertising
trick, because the red button was on
in Oliver’s Last Week Tonight show,
which focused on debt collection
companies that buy debt from banks
for cents on the dollar. In any case,
the show fulÀlls the important task of
shedding some light on a sector that
had not been covered by the media
even though

out-of-court collection of
receivables has been growing
more and more popular with
the increase in the number of
delinquent payers.
We are not talking just about the
United States here. The debt crisis,
the growing intercompany indebtedness and the compromised opportunities for lasting employment
in Bulgaria in the past decade have

Collection specialists provide mediation between debtors and creditors and gather overdue
receivables. The market has good
prospects, given the fact that since
the beginning of the crisis the indebtedness of households and businesses
has been growing.
It is a fact that while the sector has
well established traditions in the
United States and developed European countries, in Bulgaria it is often
the subject of speculations. This happened mainly because of the substantial imbalance between the need
for it, its role and activity, on the one
hand, and consumers’ awareness of
its characteristics and the requirements of such a type of services, on
the other. Combined in most cases
with insufÀcient or incorrect information, this status quo undermines
people’s conÀdence in the sector
and increases the chaos in the Ànancial relations between debtors and
creditors, jeopardizing the economic

stability.
As of today,

debt collectors in Bulgaria
are working on 1 million
cases worth more than 1
billion leva.
Bulgarians accumulate debts they
cannot pay, mainly to banks but also
to telecommunications operators and
utility companies, i.e. water supply
and sewerage companies, electricity distribution companies, heating
utilities, etc. In the Àrst half of 2016
collection companies purchased
the astronomical 609 million leva of
debt, that is, three times the volume
purchased for the same period a year
ago, as reported by the Association of
the Collection Agencies in Bulgaria
(ACABG).
The total amount assigned for collection to ACABG’s members at the
end of June stood at 1.11 billion leva,
compared to 997 million leva in June
2015. The average amount of each
case has increased from 775 leva to
1,104 leva.
In the segment of receivables collection, data show that the volume
of non-performing receivables from
individuals assigned for collection
has risen 11 percent year on year:
for the period between January and
June 2015 collection agencies were
assigned the collection of 997 million
leva of debts, while a year later the
amount was 1.111 billion leva. The
number of cases, however, has decreased from 1.3 million to 1 million.
The two trends do not contradict each
other: the main reason for the differ-

usiness in Progress
leva in the Àrst half of 2015 and for
the same period this year it was
close to 89 million leva. Bankruptcies in Bulgaria have fallen approximately 8 percent but corporate
debts remain high. Trade is one of
the most active market segments but
companies in it are among the most
affected: they make up 25 percent of
all bankruptcy cases. The construction and real estate sectors account
for 15 percent. The main reasons for
the Ànancial difÀculties of companies are the high levels of indebtedness, sector cyclicality, poor liquidity
management and limited opportunities for Ànancing.

Banks’ purse strings
loosened

Cash payments are much preferred in Bulgaria. Cash loans are most often taken for the
purchase of a mobile phone.

ence is the higher volume of bank
receivables, which are traditionally
bigger in size. The easing of lending
as a result of the
improved economic situation has
logically encouraged households
to borrow larger
amounts again.
Some consumers,
however, have not
managed to service
their loans.

loans were most often taken by men
above 40 years of age who had higher
education, held middle management
positions or had
their own business.
Men are more ready
to take risk, they
feel more secure,
while women are
more conservative
about spending. In
Bulgaria, as well
as in some of the
more developed
economies, women
receive lower salaries, which also limits their borrowing.

Men are
more ready to take
risk in spending
than women

Cash loans are most often taken for
the purchase of a mobile phone or
some other piece of equipment, e.g.,
a TV set etc. They are also often used
to pay for a vacation. Most often cash
loans are taken by men aged 18 to 30,
who have secondary education and
often change their job.
There has been a noticeable change
in recent years: previously cash

On the market of
intercompany receivables
there has been a rise of 20
percent,
ACABG says.
The volume was nearly 74 million

The recovery of bank consumer lending is the reason for the bigger average size of debts: 1,104 leva compared
to 775 leva a year ago. While household debts in 2014 and 2015 consisted
mainly of telecommunications and
utility bills, added to them now are
debts arising from consumer loans.
Collection companies say that the
substantial increase in the volume
of debts sold is the result mainly of
banks’ activity. For the past year they
have been trying to clear their bad
loans and the stress tests have additionally motivated them to sell their
receivables instead of trying to collect
them with their own instruments.
As a matter of fact, this is quite a
popular and long-established method
in the world that allows banks to
clear non-performing debs from their
balance sheets and focus on lending.
In Bulgaria, the practice is just now
emerging.
Banks account for 53 percent of the
total volume of non-performing
loans assigned for collection to
specialized agencies, the data show.
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They are followed by
telecommunications and
utility companies, which
account for 16 percent and
15 percent of the volume
respectively. Further down
the list are the cash loan
companies, which prefer to
sell their bad portfolios at
a much earlier stage. The most dynamic change is seen in the insurance
sector, which is also facing stress tests
this year. For the Àrst six months of
2015 insurance companies accounted
for nearly 7 percent of all receivables
assigned for collection, while previously their share rarely exceeded 1
percent.

Insurance
sector faces stress
tests this year

The association’s expects that by the
end of 2016 banks and Ànancial institutions will further focus on the sale of
debt, as well as on the sale of new types
of loans: collateralized and corporate

ones. Collection in turn will probably
reach its pre-crisis levels.
Collection agencies are the fastest and
easiest way to reach an agreement
between lenders and borrowers who at
a certain time have difÀculties repaying
their debts. They talk with both parties
in order to Ànd the best, the fastest and
the most efÀcient solution to the problem of outstanding receivables. They
operate out of court and try to reach an
amicable agreement between lenders
and their customers.
Of course, it is very important for
young people to make informed decisions when choosing to use a Ànancial
product and think well if they can
afford it. Once they are classiÀed as
debtors at an early age, they may have
more limited possibilities to take a loan
for more essential needs at a later stage
in their life.

Bottom of the List
Bulgarian businesses are the least disciplined in
Europe. This emerges from the latest survey, “European Payment Habits”, conducted by EOS Group
among 300 companies in 14 countries.
The data show that 70 percent of invoices in Bulgaria are paid on time and payments are delayed
by companies for an average of 28 days after the
invoice is due.
By this indicator, the only worse-performing country is Greece, where the delay is 29 days, but 72
percent of invoices are paid on time. The average
level in Eastern Europe is 73 percent.
On the whole, EOS observes that payment habits
in Bulgaria have deteriorated. A similar survey in
2015 established that 74 percent of invoices were
settled punctually. As a matter of fact, a similar
trend is observed throughout Europe: an average
of 77 percent of invoices are now paid on time,
compared with 78 percent last year. Bulgaria is in
company with countries like Greece and Romania,
where payment delays are a normal practice. At
the other extreme is Germany, where timely payments make up 83 percent, and it is followed by
Austria and Spain.
The main reasons for delays in the business segment in Bulgaria remain the temporary liquidity
difÀculties of companies and the delay of pay-

ments on the part of their own customers. Only the
trade sector has seen an improvement: the share
of overdue and written-off receivables has fallen to
27 percent from 28 percent last year. At the same
time the situation in the service sector and manufacturing has worsened: the share in the service
sector has risen to 30 percent from 27 percent last
year and in manufacturing, to 32 percent from 30
percent in 2015.
As a result, over the past year intercompany debts
have reached some 170 to 180 billion Leva. One of
the problems is that companies cannot pay their
debts on time due to cash shortage. The reason is
the same for the delay of payments by individuals,
where unemployment plays a major role.
A more moderate decrease in timely payments is
observed among individuals: to 77 percent from 78
percent in 2015. Tshere has been a more substantial increase in B2C receivables, where companies’
write-offs have risen from 3 to 5 percent. The main
reason for default among individuals is temporary
cash shortage (35 percent); its share has risen 6
percent compared to 2015. It is followed by unemployment and the overall economic situation,
cited as a reason by 30 percent of the respondents. Unemployment is the top reason for default
in Eastern Europe (49 percent), followed by overindebtedness (35 percent). The latter indicator is
twice lower in Bulgaria (18 percent).
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Petar Tabakov, owner of International Consulting Group:

Collection Agencies Help
Companies Recover Their
Finances
International Consulting Group has
proven experience
in debt collection.
It is member of
U.S.-based ACA
International: the
largest international association
of companies
and professionals in the ¿eld of
debt collection. It
combines innovative work methods
and an individual
approach tailored
to clients’ needs.
That allows it to
apply the most ef¿cient solutions to each speci¿c case.
International Consulting Group has rich experience with
companies operating in different business sectors: energy,
the food and beverage industry, engineering etc. It specializes in the B2B segment. International Consulting Group
works together with long-term partners who have proven
experience in the full package of services related to debt
collection. The company applies an individual approach to
each debtor: each case is tackled by a lawyer (and not by
a call center as is the common practice) in order to ensure
adequacy and transparency.

Mr. Tabakov, what has been the
situation on the market of bad
debts over the past one year?
It is a fact that the sales market of bad
loans taken from Ànancial and nonÀnancial institutions amounts to nearly
1 billion leva, which is a substantial
volume for a country like Bulgaria.
More activity is usually observed at the
beginning of each calendar year. The
main sellers are the banks, who try to
clear their balance sheets from the accumulated non-performing debts.
The business of purchasing overdue
receivables is quite a complex process

and the involvement of specialists in
the Àeld is of huge importance. Most
creditors are very busy and after trying
to collect their overdue receivables,
they prefer to sell them at 5 percent to
40 percent of their value. In this way
they clear their portfolios and can
concentrate on their core activity, i.e.
providing loans to new and more reliable borrowers.
What is the reason for the surge
in bad loans?
Poor Ànancial literacy and awareness
- that is the problem of both legal and
natural persons. Surveys show that the
average level of consumers’ Ànancial
knowledge and skills is relatively low
in many countries, even in countries
with highly developed Ànancial markets.
The situation in Bulgaria is not very
different. According to a World Bank
survey from 2010, nearly half of Bulgarians deÀne their Ànancial knowledge
as unsatisfactory or lacking. The data
about the group of the 16- to 17-yearolds are frightening, to say the least:
more than 53 percent of them say their
Ànancial literacy is poor. What is really
concerning is that young people are at
the basis of the future active consumption of Ànancial services and they have
a long consumer horizon ahead of
them.
Only 11 percent of households in
Bulgaria believe they can live for more
than six months without stable incomes
or meet unexpected expenses. Besides,
only 33 percent of the people have
some general idea about their incomes
and expenses and another 22 percent
just keep their Ànancial documents
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without tracking the movement of the
cash Áows. That shows that the idea
of saving money for a rainy day is a
chimera for most Bulgarians.
What is most disappointing is that
people in Bulgaria are quite passive
in seeking information about Ànancial
issues. To quite many Bulgarians, the
Ànancial information is too specialized
and difÀcult to put in practice.
What are your direct observations
from your work in the segment of
corporate debtors?
Bulgaria is among the most risky
countries in Europe in relation to the
timely payment of debts. The truth
is that in this way some companies
secure Ànancing for themselves at the
expense of their business
partners and contractors.
Quite often in our work
we have dealt with cases
where huge unpaid debts
are accumulated along the
contractor-subcontractor
chain. In such situations
we have helped one of the
participants in the chain to
collect – through mutual
concessions and negotiations – most of
its receivables, while at the same time
preserving its business relations with
the others in the chain.

Credit
reports protect
from financial
shocks

The situation of small contractor and
supplier companies is a matter of real
concern, as they have huge difÀculties
collecting their outstanding receivables. There is no adequate managerial
response to such serious problems like
outstanding receivables. Most managers do not know how to react in such
stress situations and make mistakes
that may be fatal for their business.
We can advise them to trust professions who can consult them on how
to minimize the risk of default. We
provide a wide range of services that
help companies of all sizes to recover
their Ànances.
You mean that hiring an external
consultant will at least help companies focus on their business?

Of course, the specialists who undertake such cases react entirely professionally and their early involvement
improves the chances for the successful
collection of outstanding receivables.
We work with legal experts only. We
have established work methods that are
rarely subject to a change. We rely on
an individual approach to both lenders and debtors. Our aim is not only to
collect the outstanding receivables but
also to preserve the good business relations between the partners.
For instance, one of our services is the
so-called subscription collection of current receivables. Such a type of cooperation with a collection company can
help a business forestall late payments
– an issue that has become increasingly
common in the uncertain economic
environment.
Prevention is essential in such relations; we advise all our clients not to
neglect it. Regretfully, we cannot yet
say that it is a common practice in
Bulgaria.
Is it true that most companies in
Bulgaria take action only when
there are serious Ànancial problems?
That is true, although there are many
steps that can be taken before it is too
late. As an active participant in this
area of Ànance we develop specialized software for the so-called credit
reports. This instrument allows companies to get a real idea of the payment
ethics of their partners and protect their
business from Ànancial shocks.
What are your expectations about
the development of the collection
industry in Bulgaria?
I am a staunch optimist, both in my
private life and the business I manage.
I think the development and introduction of new services and technologies
will encourage the establishment of a
stable and secure business environment
for collection companies in Bulgaria.
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Milena Videnova, managing director of Coface Bulgaria Credit
Management Services:

Company Debt Tops
210 Percent of GDP
Milena Videnova has been managing director of Coface Bulgaria
since April 2012. In June 2014
she was elected deputy chairperson of the Association of the
Collection Agencies in Bulgaria
(ACABG). Her professional experience includes a series of managerial positions in banking and
¿nance: consultant on risk management, project ¿nance and
EU funds at Hypo NOE Gruppe
Bank AG, Austria; head of credit
risk division at Financia Group;
head of EU funds, public ¿nance
and bank assurance at Unicredit
Bulbank; head of regional corporate centers and product development division at HVB Bank
Biochim etc. She has a master’s
degree in international economic
relations from University of
National and World Economy and
a long list of specializations in
Bulgaria and abroad.

Ms Videnova, what is the
role of collection companies in the Bulgarian
economy and society?
Collection companies have had
an increasing role in recent
years, because the economy has
been growing more competitive
and the business environment
in Bulgaria has been improving. Collection agencies provide
specialized services that allow
companies and Ànancial insti-

tutions to focus on their core
business by assigning the collection of receivables to specialized
units. They discipline the market
and motivate debtors.
Observing the ethical norms and
rules is a major prerequisite for
their business. That is why the
Association of the Collection
Agencies in Bulgaria was set up
to unite the fair market players.
This is an activity that allows

Ànding a solution for debt settlement. There will always be
debtor companies and individuals. The question is to make sure
the debts are paid back on time.
What challenges do collection companies face in
their business?
In Bulgaria, we are still in the
process of creating a collection market. We can see several
segments growing. The collection of outstanding debts of
individuals and the purchase of
natural persons’ portfolios are
the most popular services. There
is progress in the collection of
company debts and the purchase
of secured corporate portfolios.
This segment still lacks comprehensive management of legal
persons’ debts. In 2015, company
debts amounted to some 210 percent of GDP and a part of them
were problematic. But they are
“sleeping” debts, as this segment
of the collection market is now
emerging.
Are collection companies
coping with the issue of
indebtedness, which in
Bulgaria is substantial in
size and is turning into a
problem?
The biggest problem collection

Coface Group is a global leader in credit insurance. It offers companies protection against the risk of
Ànancial losses from their clients, both locally and on the international markets. The group has more than
4,500 employees and reported a consolidated turnover of 1.490 billion euro for 2015. Presented directly or
indirectly in 99 countries, Coface secures the sales made by nearly 40,000 clients in over 200 countries. Every
quarter, the group publishes risk assessments of 160 countries, drawn up on the basis of its unique knowledge
of companies’ solvency and the experience of its 340 risk assessors, who are based close to the clients and
their debtors. In France, Coface manages export guarantees on behalf of the French state.
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companies face is the incorrect
information about debtors. There
are also inaccuracies about debts:
how they arose, who is creditor and who is debtor. Actually,
collection companies are almost
given the role of arbiters. As a
matter of fact, collection companies’ specialists focus on debt
collection by applying certain
expertise and procedures, by
communicating with the client,
in order to achieve a certain result. It cannot be said, however,
that the level of indebtedness
depends on them: they use letters, phone calls, administration
of the assigned receivable, which
is done on a daily and regular
basis.
Is the lack of Ànancial
discipline the major reason
for default on loans?
No, the major reason for default
on loans is the too aggressive
policy of lenders and not so
much demand on the part of
consumers. As far as the Ànancial culture of Bulgarian people
and entrepreneurs is concerned,
there is more to be desired. It has
been improving in recent years,
though .
Which segment is more

difÀcult to handle in your
business: individual or
corporate debtors?
Debtors are different: they
have their speciÀc features and
complexity. As with all business
relations, the relations with each
debtor are unique. But I can say
there are no simple cases: if they
were simple, they would not be
assigned to collection agencies.
How do you estimate the
management of credit risk
so far in Bulgaria? What
are the relations of collection companies with
banks in the light of their
common objective, i.e.
repayment of the amounts
due?
The business environment is extremely dynamic and credit risk
management is especially important for the good functioning
of companies. My observations
are that managers have recently
become much more cautious and
now they request more information. This is a positive development in itself. There is a rise in
the insurance of commercial
credit risk.
What else could be done
from a legal point of view

Allied Moving Services

to regulate the activities of
collection companies?
The current legislation in the
area is good enough. What is
needed is judicial reform and
efÀciency.
The collection industry in
the world is perceived as
an important element for
the proper functioning of
the Ànancial sector. Why
collection companies in
Bulgaria do not have such
an image?
It is true that the industry is an
important element for the proper
functioning of the cash Áows in
a country and should be accepted naturally. Unfortunately,
in Bulgaria and in some other
countries there are still certain
negative associations remaining
from the mid-90s connected with
this activity. That is the main reason. It will take some more time
to overcome it. In this sense, the
activity of the Association of the
Collection Agencies in Bulgaria
(ACABG) is aimed at promoting
the good and ethical practices
in debt collection, which deÀnitely helps improve the image
of companies and the business in
general.
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Made in China Is not (Always)
a Four-Letter Word
But Daring Innovation Often Is When It Deﬁes a
Comfy Status Quo
Lester Walker, but it never came to fruition, not even as a moving model. While
the generic thing is the straddle principle, in many other aspects the U.S. and
Chinese projects are very different.

Straddling bus ready
for its test drive, August 2, 2016
Source:
New China TV video

By Chaika Christova
Transit Elevated Bus (TEB), as is the
ofÀcial name of the futuristic Chinese
vehicle, is meant to lessen the trafÀc and
ease congestion, cut down pollution,
and drop the cost of public transportation. It has been called many names
– trafÀc-eater or swallower, straddling
bus, moving tunnel, even bat-bus...
In fact, the Chinese idea is not even fully
original. Back in 1969 the straddling bus
idea was suggested in Manhattan by
American architects Craig Hodgetts and

The inventor of the
straddling bus Song
Youzhou
Source:
Chinese BTV video

Perhaps every zealous internet surfer
has seen at least one of the numerous
videos of the TEB that circle the web for
at least Àve-six years. But after Youzhou
Song, the TEB designer, and his company Shenzhen Huashi Future Parking
Equipment presented the small working
model of his invention at the 19th International High-Tech Expo in Beijing in
the spring of this year, the things started
to roll – not always in the right direction. The innovator faced some overly
harsh critics.

Song was compelled to
sell the patent
The buyer was Zhiming Bai, who paid
last year $75 million, nearly eight times
less than Song's Àrst asking, according
to a Financial Times article. “The main
problem for Song’s original venture was
Ànding local government partners and
interested investors,” he is quoted to say.
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The well known kinship between
money and ideas...
TEB Technology Development was
founded this year with Bai as its CEO. It
and Bai's money are behind the working street model of TEB. And entered
the world news with the test drive,
which happened on Aug. 2, 2016, in
Qinhuangdao, a port city on the coast of
China with over two million inhabitants.
Maybe the small working model and the
High-Tech Expo participation were also
TEB Technology Development's making
as part of a promoting campaign. But
what is impressive is the short time it took
the company from the toy model to the
real size one (in fact the TEB compartment
for the test was produced in the factory of
Jinchuang Corp). Made in China?
It is true that the test drive was carried
out on rails just 300 meters long and
not in real trafÀc. It is also true that the
model is now not in motion and the
company is quoted to say that they are
assessing the results of the test. Business
Connect has asked both of the companies – the owner and the producer
– about the results of the ‘test journey',
but they still keep silence.
Here are some of
TEB is moving on
special rails
Source:
New China TV video

the peculiarities of the vehicle:
In his promotional video back in 2010
Song says that there are two ways for
the bus to be put in service and run
z

The U. S. Landliner, envisioned by Craig Hodgetts and Lester Walker for New York 40 years
ago, was on the cover of New York Magazine in
November 1969

safely. Special rails to be placed on both
sides of a two-lane road; or white lines
to be varnished instead, and autopilot
technology to be used. He and the new
owner of the project opted for the rails
in their test drive – they say that this
leads to 30 percent of energy savings.
Two cars side by side may be running
under the TEB as if entering a moving
tunnel (or the tunnel moves over them)
– if the cars are not taller than 2 meters.

z

The bus is powered by electricity,
mostly from photovoltaic origin.

z

One compartment of TEB may hold
up to 300 passengers. The project envisages every bus (or rather train) to have
four compartments, or 1,200 people.

z

The cost of TEB vehicles and needed
adaptation of the infrastructure is Àve
times less than the construction of metro
lines, the inventor claims.
z

z

It boasts zero emissions.

It reaches speeds of 40 km/h to 60
km/h.

z

From “Hosanna” to “Crucify”
The Àrst comments after the test drive
were pure applause. The dream of every
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A model of the Transit
Elevated Bus on display during the 19th
China Beijing International High-tech Expo
in Beijing, China,
May 19, 2016
Source: Shenzhen
Huashi Future
Parking Equipment
website

big city in the world is to tackle in one
fell swoop the trafÀc and trafÀc-jam
problem, the pollution, the cost of public transport problem – just name all the
other connected issues. And their dream
– our dream – had come true there in
the maybe never-before-heard city of
Qinhuangdao, red ribbon on it. Even the
state-controlled Chinese media were in
the world adoration choir (nasty questions came later).
It took only several days for the bedevilment to begin. And frankly, some of the
concerns are very important – if only
not shouted as charges and renunciation.
TrafÀc safety is not guaranteed, the
heavy buses may damage the infrastructure, the high TEB cars may lead to
reconstruction of overpasses, the needed
high-voltage current is too dangerous,
the turning of the cars beneath the TEB
is hampered, the laying down of the
rails... Those and similar worries are
subject of careful reasoning, trafÀc and
signaling system organization, reconstruction of the bus routes. They though
may not negate the idea.
The Ànancial concerns are the other side
of the medal.
Local governments in China, responsible for the public transportation, are
heavily indebted. Public private partnership (PPP) is very popular Ànancial
model for infrastructure projects. In
our case the online platform involved

is Huaying Kailai, founded by Bai,
the owner of the patent. According to
company's website it has already two
road construction projects completed
successfully. Huaying Kailai has been
offering investment papers with 12-14
percent return in order to raise capital
for the TEB vehicle project. According
to some Chinese publications it has
already raised more than $80 million.
And as some of the numerous PPP
platforms lately have been accused of
illegal Ànancial schemes, it entered reporters' minds to start asking questions
whether Huaying Kailai is not also a
scam. They did and do it in a way that
asking questions implies suspicion and
even guilt.
The truth is still to be seen.
The nastiest of the attacks are those of
personal abuse of the vehicle’s designer.
Though Song owns 50 plus patents for
various inventions, he is pronounced
unqualiÀed because he has only an
elementary school degree. His answer,
cited by BBC, is though well-qualiÀed:
“None of China’s great inventions were
made by university graduates.” And
also: “Any invention will face challenges at the beginning, including the
Àrst underground train and the Àrst
airplane, but now they’ve all developed
very well”.
Is the cruciÀxion of inventors and
inventions also 'Made in China'? Think
again...

6YHWRVODY7HUWHU6RILD
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Security, Technology
Transforming Aviation
Spencer Dickerson, senior executive vice president of
global operations
Carl Newman, CEO, Jackson International Airport,
Mississippi
checked the passengers but now it is
the government through the Transportation Security Administration (TSA)
who check on cargo and passengers.

Spencer Dickerson (L),
Carl Newman (R)

How does the aviation business
respond to everyday challenges
and what has changed after the
attacks of Sept. 11, 2001?
S.D.: The attacks on Sept. 11, 2001,
totally transformed
the way aviation operates in the United
States. U.S. aviation
system was completely shut down
for two days and it
took a week to it get
back to work. Now,
we have a brand new
security system, in
place for 15 years. There are ongoing
adjustments to it for the airports, for
the airlines, for the federal government, and for the passengers. The
security issues are going to be the
paramount focus on everyone now
and ever. Today the aviation security
is the obligation of the federal government. In the past the airline companies

C.N.: The greatest customer service
that we can provide is to assure the
passengers they are safe and secure
with the carrier. This is the thing we
are constantly thinking of. We want
to have a healthy customer service
experience, so we all strive for it. The
industry is slowly but surely evolving in that kind of healthy passenger
experience during the overall stay at
the airport - starting with the moment
the passengers walk through the door,
go to the ticket counter, then to the
screening control, and there on to their
seat.
Nowadays it is very difÀcult to
predict the behavior of the passengers. Where do you get your
data from?
C. N.: Airline business partners are
those to predict the
proÀle of passengers.
They have tremendous amount of data
and information
about every show up
at the airport. They
share this information with the authorities responsibly,
especially in high-travel periods.

Healthy
passenger
experience is
priority

How has the U.S. aviation market been transformed?
S. D.: SigniÀcant consolidation took
place in the U.S. airline industry
between 2001 and 2013 that left three
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major network carriers — American Airlines,
United Airlines and Delta
Air Lines — each part of a
global alliance. Now passengers have fewer choices,
we still have a few low-cost
carriers where the choice
will have effect on pricing and overall
service. Our air service development is
very important, making sure you have
got the access to the major hubs in the
US.

U. S. is
moving toward
satellite navigation

What kind of new technologies
are you going to introduce in
terms of security?
S.D.: On the air trafÀc control side
there is a lot of efÀciency and new
technologies that have been deployed
in Asia, Europe to make the air trafÀc
control more efÀcient. In the United
States there is a ground-based radar
system, which is a very old technology, but we are moving toward satellite

navigation. The latter is called “next
generation air trafÀc control,” which
will make it more efÀcient saving fuel,
time, allowing more airplanes to be
in the air simultaneously. Technology
on the ground and in the air is very
important.
What is the perspective for aviation industry in relation to the
TTIP agreement?
S.D.: I think the more open trade you
have among the countries, the more
business opportunities will open up for
business travelers.
C.N.: It would be great for the local
economy at both ends, e.g., in SoÀa or
Tucson, Arizona.
S.D.: We have a saying, “A one-mile
a road only takes you one mile, and a
one-mile a runway takes you anywhere
in the world.” Aviation is such a critical
part of the world’s economy!

Turkish Airlines – Sponsors of The Role of Airports in
the European Union and U.S. Transatlantic Trade and
Investment Partnership Conference
Turkish Airlines began its journey in 1933 with just
5 airplanes. Over the years that Áeet has now
grown to number over 330 aircraft. TK now has
one of the youngest Áeet in Europe. In 2016,
Turkish Airlines has been named the “Best Airline
in Europe” for the sixth year in a row by Skytrax. We also received the distinction of having
the “World’s Best Business Class Airline Lounge”
and the “World’s Best Business Class Lounge
Dining”awards.
Turkish Airlines Áies to 49 domestic and 242 international destinations in 116 countries. There are
direct Áights from Istanbul to New York, Chicago,
Houston, Los Angeles, Washington, Boston, San
Francisco, Miami and Atlanta in United States.
In Turkish Airlines Áights, baggage allowance to
Unites States destinations is 2 pieces, in economy
class up to 23 kg for each and in business class
up to 32 kg for each. When passengers are Áying to America in business class they’re having
restaurant quality service with Áying chefs, Turkish
hospitality, elegant dishes and glass wares, two

full meals, welcome drinks, a rich selection of
hors d’oeuvres, the full bar onboard. Turkish Airlines’ economy class service to America destinations also includes catering with Ànest meals from
world and Turkish cuisine, hot/cold breakfast and
meal, delicious sandwiches and cakes. Depending on the type of aircraft, Turkish Airlines also
offers wiÀ service on board.
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Copyright in Digital Age –
European and U.S. Point of View
By Bruce WhitÀeld,
associated professor of ILAC
Legislation regarding Intellectual
property (IP) rights, and in particular
copyrights, has become a quagmire.
Some groups are pushing for an extreme
interpretation of copyright, with prosecutions for even inadvertent violations.
Others are advocating such a permissive
interpretation that virtually all creative
works will be done on a volunteer basis.
The result is rejection of unpopular treaties such as SOPA and PIPA, but that
also means the loss of the much needed
standardization of IP rights that would
come with them.
According to the EU, copyright intensive
sectors of the economy account for more
than 7 million jobs . The removal of the
regulatory walls that hinder the digital
marketplace in Europe could add €415
billion dollars to the economy and create
hundreds of thousands of jobs. Unfortunately, people are often poorly informed
about existing IP regulation, with the
outcome of costly mistakes for business
and the loss of much of this market.
Consider the situation in Bulgaria. The
individual or entity who develops a
copyrightable work owns the rights to it
automatically. Unfortunately, start-ups
routinely work on IP related materials
before incorporating and when it comes
time to choose a business form, it’s
already too late. The copyright is already
owned by the person who developed
it, and according to Bulgarian law, it
can never be permanently transferred.
To make matter worse, Àrms often pay
programmers or artists to develop IP for
them, but unless there is a valid written
agreement in place beforehand, the developer owns the work, not the Àrm who
hired them. The situation in the US is even
worse. Not only do you need one of these
valid “work for hire” agreements in place,
but the creative work has to be a proper
subject for such contracts. Otherwise the
contract is invalid.

Since there is no registry in Bulgaria for
copyrights, it is often difÀcult to tell when
and where the copyright arose. Since the
IP rights can only be leased for up to 10
years by the creator, and this right cannot
be waived, the timing of the “work for
hire” agreement and the creation of the
work is critical.
The EU is attempting to address many
of these issues with initiatives such as
“Digital Single Market” (DSM) legislation
and TTIP. But the fear of such initiatives and disagreement over numerous
areas has made progress slow. TTIP is
already in its 15th round of negotiations.
Current exceptions to copyright (where
copyrighted material can be used without
permission from the owner) are optional
and do not apply across borders . Considering that criminal prosecution can result
from willful infringement, it is critical that
these inconsistencies be resolved, and this
is the goal, at least within the EU, for the
proposed legislation.
Even more controversial is the situation with the DSM. The Commission
published its proposal for Directive on
Copyright in the Digital Single Market
on the 14th of September this year, where
they said the main purpose is “Making
EU copyright rules Àt for the digital age”.
There are various changes regarding
cross border access to music and Àlm
subscription services as part of its vision
of a modern copyright framework, but
not everyone is happy with them. Despite
the good intentions the proposal was
heavily criticized by Internet companies.
An important point of concern being the
fact that EU seeks to shift the responsibility for identifying copyrighted content by
requiring Internet companies that host
user uploaded content, such as YouTube
and Facebook, to proactively check for
copyright infringement, rather than waiting to receive a take down request from a
rights holder, as is the case now.
Source: European Commission
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Dealing with Insolvent
Counterparty – Mind the Risks!
Kristina Gouneva,
Associate
Dobrev & Lyutskanov Law Firm
It is a daunting task to predict the
possible problems which might occur
in dealing with counterparties due
to the dynamic changes of business,
its fast development, automation and
globalization which make it impossible to rely on previous experience and
knowledge so that to identify weaknesses and omissions in the negotiations and to prevent such problems.
This article is intended to focus on the
possible risks for the interests of traders who have concluded transactions
with insolvent counterparties during
the period of time from the initial date
of the insolvency to the commencement date of the insolvency proceedings, i.e. “the suspect
period”.

ings or the cases of payment of earlier
debt to creditors. The reason is that
the decision on the commencement
of insolvency proceedings is subject
to entry into the Commercial Register
at the Registry Agency. This register
is open to the public and any trader
can easily avoid such a transaction or
payment by an insolvent counterparty
by making an inquiry into the register
and assessing the risk.
However, the interests of a trader
negotiating with an insolvent and/or
over-indebted counterparty could be
substantially affected in transactions
concluded long before the commencement of the insolvency proceedings
and even prior to the petition for
opening proceedings for that counterparty. Insolvency proceedings affect
also some transactions and actions of
the debtor after the
initial date of the
insolvency or overindebtedness respectively but before the
date of the petition
to open insolvency
proceedings for the
insolvent/over-indebted counterparty.
Thus a real security
in the form of a mortgage or pledge to
secure the debt to a hitherto unsecured
creditor which is given up to a year
prior to the date of the insolvency petition may be declared invalid with regard to the other insolvency creditors,
which leads to removal of the Àrst
privilege of the creditor seeking satisfaction from the value of the security.
The law-maker has limited this risk to
a certain extent by ruling out explicitly
the cases in which the pledge or the
mortgage were given prior to or at the
time when a loan was extended to the
debtor and/or when they replaced another physical security which cannot
be declared to be invalid and/or they

Check out
the Commercial
Register for
an insolvent
counterparty

These risks are related to the so-called
preferred claims and
repeal claims which
are Àled in insolvency proceedings
by the administrator
or, if the administrator fails to act, by
any creditor within a
year of the commencement of insolvency proceedings in accordance with
Articles 646, 647 and 649 of the Commercial Code in their version with
the amendment of March 2013 on the
annulment or repeal of certain actions
and transactions of the debtor in the
course of the insolvency proceedings.

For the purposes of this analysis, it is
not necessary to examine the cases of
transactions (including those which involve pledges or mortgages) in rights
or assets from the insolvency estate
after the date of the decision on the
commencement of insolvency proceed-
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were given to secure a loan for the
purpose of acquiring the object of the
pledge or mortgage.
Equally invalid with regard to the
insolvency creditors is the settlement
of a money obligation which had not
become due, regardless of the manner of settlement, during the one-year
period prior to the date of the petition
to open insolvency proceedings or
the repayment of a money obligation
due, where the debtor paid up to six
months prior to that date. These cases
do not include payments in the course
of normal business activities, which were agreed to
be made in exchange for
equivalent goods or services simultaneously or within 30 days of the maturity
date of the debt or the
creditor actually provided
the debtor with equivalent
goods or services after the
payment was made. When
the invalidity of such actions is proclaimed, the
result is that the administrator of the
insolvent debtor may demand return
of what was given to the third party
back to the insolvency estate. On the
other hand, what was given to the
third party is returned but if it is not
incorporated in the insolvency estate
or money is to be paid for it, the third
party becomes an unsecured creditor
in the insolvency proceedings.

The suspect
period could
be longer for
certain types of
transactions

The suspect period is much longer for
certain types of transactions. These are
the gratuitous transactions (two years
or, if a party is related to the debtor,
three years) and also transactions with
non-equivalent consideration and the
transactions in which the insolvent
debtor gives a mortgage, pledge or
personal security for other person’s
debts contracted up to one year prior
to the date of the petition to open
insolvency proceedings. The suspect
period is increased to two years for
this type of transactions if they are
concluded to the beneÀt of a creditor who is a related party. Any other
transaction which was concluded with
a counterparty related to the debtor

within a two-year period and inÁicted
damage to the creditors is also invalid.
All these transactions will be relatively
invalid also if the debtor concluded
them during the period from the date
of the petition to open insolvency
proceedings to the date of the decision
on the commencement of the proceedings. However, the risk of concluding
such a transaction could be avoided if
the insolvent counterparty is asked to
submit a certiÀcate from the competent court at the seat of the company
to prove that there are no pending
proceedings based on petitions to
open insolvency proceedings.
These most recent amendments of
March 2013 to the legal framework
of preferred claims and repeal claims
were aimed at eliminating the weaknesses which made it possible to
manipulate the commencement date
of insolvency and to abuse the time
limits for the repeal arrangements.
They also enhanced the protection of
the rights of insolvency creditors and
bona Àde third parties and increased
legal certainty and predictability in
business activities. Measures were
taken to overcome the weaknesses by
introducing speciÀc time limits for
suspect periods and linking them to
the date of the petition to open insolvency proceedings. That, in turn,
reduced the relevance of the initial
date of the insolvency and the major
risk for creditors to have the initial
date moved by the court back in time
without any restrictions, sometimes
even more than ten years back. Notwithstanding all those measures, the
interests of bona Àde third parties
could still be affected in some cases in
which the validity of certain actions
and transactions over a substantial
period of one, two or more years prior
to the date of the insolvency petition
could be challenged.
These risks in business relations could
largely be avoided through better information in business negotiations and
in the choice of business partners.
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Compliance within Data
Transfer in Bulgaria
Mitko Karushkov
(L), Partner, Head of
Technology, Media
and Telecommunications Law (TMT)
Mario Arabistanov,
Associate,
Technology, Media
and Telecommunications Law (TMT)
Kambourov &
Partners,
Attorneys At Law

What is new
In September 2016, in his State of the
Union address, the President of the
European Commission Junker stated
"We need to be connected. Our economy
needs it. People need it. And we have to
invest in that connectivity now."

The plan for deploying the 5G systems
- as from 2018

z

The Open Internet Regulation – in effect as of 30 April 2016

z

WiFi4EU investment program – aiming at offering free Wi-Fi access points
to citizens

z

The amendments in Roaming Tariffs – they have been constantly present
around for the past few years and it is
expected the fees for telco services to
reach considerable uniÀcation. As of 15
June 2017 both outgoing and incoming
voice calls, outgoing SMSs and data
download will be charged at no extra
roaming fee (same as domestic network
price) when travelling in the EU.

z

In parallel the EU Commission released
a plan to recast the EU telecoms rules
– by proposing a new European Electronic Communications Code including forward-looking and simpliÀed
rules that make it more attractive for
companies to invest in new top-quality
infrastructures, both locally and across
national borders.

The business and market response to
the above may be seen in advertising
campaigns. Beyond the surface it is also
seen that telco companies consider involvement of next generation technologies and business practices to attract
subscribers. Investors follow the trends
and are challenged with the crossroad
of traditional Ànancing and the new
technologies/business practices.

The main goals of this could be seen in
the vision to increase the competitiveness of the European market, to reach a
better connectivity, access to information for everyone and strengthening
the European digital economy/digital
society.

Bulgarian telecommunications market
Considering recent trends, it is to be
shared that telco companies originally
domiciled outside EU are looking for
regulatory and market vehicles to enter
the European market, including through
Bulgaria.

It may be expected that the new Code
would assume time necessary for its
adopting and further going live – both
institutionally and practically. In any
case, the message to investors and companies seems to have been sent.

Given the volume of the EU market, its
structure and potential, such companies
often choose comparatively new approaches – for example – by launching
data transfer applications in EU member
states, or by integrating proprietary IT
solutions in certain segments of traditional telco markets.

In the meantime
The EU was busy introducing paths to a
faster and reliable connectivity, such as:

In any case, the ultimate goal is to effect
a market penetration in the EU and a
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EU Commission released a plan to recast the EU telecoms rules by proposing a new European Electronic Communications Code.

point of importance for such companies is handling their corporate
governance/presence. Another
point of importance is taxation of
such investments – some companies intending to cover the EU
market have shared that being
taxed 28 times does not give room
to see the investment as a working one.
Other companies (both EU and
non-EU) look for traditional niches using traditional investment
methods – such as direct investment (by acquisition) or indirect
investment (by placing their
services portfolio at the existing
telco infrastructure of operators
already active on the market).
The described approaches are not
exhaustive. The race for technologies, connectivity drivers, customers and markets is so dynamic
that the resourcefulness seems to
be a leading factor in the current
telco and technology environment.

How to handle telco
investment in Bulgaria
THE LICENSE
Telco investors need to know that

regulatory concept of a license
should be seen in two main directions:
Traditional license – assuming permission by the Bulgarian
regulatory authority, or

z

NotiÀcation license – assuming notiÀcation to the Bulgarian
regulatory authority.

z

Traditional and NotiÀcation
license/s might need to be combined or only one of them might
be required.
This would depend on the intended way of doing telco business.
The regulatory framework applicable in Bulgaria contains a set
of rules, whose adequate application will result in a working plan
specifying which type of license
might be needed.
THE CONTRACTORS
Product and services segmentation of telco market, possible
combination of telco services/
networks between contractors,
and number of the regulations
that may apply, would lead to a
chance for contractors to become

competitors, including within
a contractually perfect environment. This has made us believe
that resourcefulness and Áexibility within telco contracting,
although a regulated one, seems
to be a vital factor in drafting
and exercising telco commercial
agreements.
THE DATA
Data should also be seen in more
than one regulatory direction.
As a general rule content of the
electronic communications is
not regulated by the Bulgarian
Electronic Communications Act.
Upon structuring their data or
content strategy telco companies
should pay attention to regulatory aspects such as:
z Compliance with personal data
regulations – possible need of
registration with a Data Protection Authority; possible need
of a license to store or transfer
personal data; possible need of
maintaining databases following
conÀdentiality
z Compliance with copyrights
– possible contracting, paying
for and respecting copyrightable
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content transmitted in doing telco
business
Compliance with national security regulations – the best sign
of such a compliance is when no
national security ofÀcials knock
on the door of a telco company.
z

with regard to revealing or preventing criminal acts. Thus, the
data transmitted through a data
transferring application or email
may be a subject to lawful interception.
WHO AND HOW

z Compliance with possible
access to or transfer of commercially sensitive information – possible contracting or not-revealing
commercially sensitive information that might be subject to legal
commitment

Lawful interception may be
imposed upon request of several
divisions at the Bulgarian government. The main players acting in
this regard are National Security
Agency and Organized Crime
Division/ National Police.

z Compliance with certain reporting obligations – provision of
reports on data trafÀc, connectivity, royalties. Depending on the
exact type of telco business, such
reports are due to the Bulgarian Communications Regulation
Commission and Personal Data
Protection Commission.

Most common reasons for lawful
interception - revealed or potential threat to national security or
accusations in corruption. Balanced approach was sought when
regulating lawful interception in
order to avoid misuse of collected
information and abuse of power.
In case an ofÀcial request is
placed an approval from Bulgarian court should be provided in
order to prove lawfulness of the
requested interception.

LAWFUL INTERCEPTION
Intercepting communication by
national security authorities was
booming in Bulgaria in 2014,
where several landmark cases
were brought to justice before
Bulgarian courts.
It is known that criminal deeds
pass through a data transfer application, telephone conversation,
SMS, email. In order to be able to
cope with Áexible criminal minds,
authorities had to think of a way
to catch up and intercept information at the moment of it being
exchanged. This is where the
Budapest Cybercrime Convention
came into place, presenting the
lawful and unlawful interception,
which were later implemented in
national laws.
First step was to introduce legal
requirement for cooperation from
citizens/entities. By entering the
Bulgarian market, a new company will be considered obliged
to cooperate to the authorities

POSSIBLE APPROACHES BY
A TELCO COMPANY IN CASE
OF LAWFUL INTERCEPTION
When being approached by an
authority to provide access to
data transferred at least two
issues appear - is my business
endangered and how can I be
sure that the requested interception is lawful. In addition, such a
company will have to protect its
reputation before clients with regard to the security of their data.
The business is usually not endangered. Data companies make
sure to stay on the safe side and
exclude their liability with regards
to trafÀcked contents. If this is
the case, a company would not
be subject of liability. Reputation
may be guarded by cooperating to
authorities and making sure that
requested access for interception is
in compliance with the laws.

UNLAWFUL INTERCEPTION
The right for conÀdentiality of
communication is integrated
in the Bulgarian Constitution.
Interception and limitation of
such rights are allowed as an
exception. Unlawful interception
would be any act done in deviation from the requirements for
performing an interception.
Unlawful interception may have
an impact on any sphere of life.
For example, back in 2015 the
notorious Ashley Madison data
breach has brought problems to
many US families. In addition,
a proÀtable dating website was
broke-down. Most recently, in
September 2016 a prominent web
company announced an interception of trafÀcked data, leading to
a leak of personal information.
PROTECTION AGAINST
UNLAWFUL INTERCEPTION
Mechanisms for protection from
unlawful interception are certain
criminal regulations. The dynamics of data trafÀcking business,
however, make legal mechanisms
slow and in most cases ineffective
for protection of data and reputation.
Practical approach in such cases
is encrypting the connection
between devices involved in data
trafÀcking. Such approaches are
often taken from cloud structures,
providing needed cloud privacy the risk for unlawful interception
will be held at minimum.
Some data trafÀcking companies
provide a higher level of protection by encryption through
randomizing and automatically
changing encryption algorithms,
which protect the information,
making it practically impossible
for a third person to intercept
the trafÀcked data without the
knowledge and permission of
trafÀc service provider.
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Posted Employees Enjoy
Higher Protection
By Tanya
Stivasareva,
manager (L),
attorney-at-law;
Irina Yaneva,
senior consultant,
attorney-at-law,
Ernst & Young Law
Partnership
The steadily
growing appeal
of Bulgaria as
an outsourcing services destination has
boosted workforce inÁow and outÁow,
particularly in high-tech industries. In posting situations, a common question for the
employers is which country’s law governs
the employment relationship and what
are the consequences of that?

Posting of workers to Bulgaria
The parties’ freedom of choice of applicable law is recognized in both EU and nonEU cross-border employment situations. For
the term of the posting, the parties may
decide to preserve the applicability of the
home country’s laws, or to subdue their
employment relationship to the local legislation of the host country, i.e. of Bulgaria,
which is sometimes done in case of longterm secondment. The parties’ choice of
law, however, is circumscribed by unavoidable application of mandatory rules of
law designated to protect the workers.
In many aspects, the treatment of inbound
EU and non-EU posted workers is being developed on a uniform basis. Posted workers, regardless of whether the employer is
EU-based or non-EU-based, are entitled
to a set of core rights basically replicating and even building on the core rights
enshrined in Directive 96/71/EC1.
1
Directive 96/71/EC
concerning the posting of
workers in the framework of the provision of
services
2
REGULATION (EC) No
593/2008 OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT
AND OF THE COUNCIL
of 17 June 2008 on the law
applicable to contractual
obligations

Bulgarian labor law, however, might be
envisaging less favorable working conditions in comparison to the law of the jurisdiction where the employer is established.
Were that the case, then the receiving entity shall have to grant to the posted workers the more favorable working conditions
and shall be deemed responsible for making an attestation to that effect before the
Bulgarian Labor Agency. The scope and
content of the obligation to ensure those
working conditions is not clearly deÀned

by the law, nor is it settled by the practice
of the local labor authorities and courts.
This said, the generally shared view is that it
should not extend, for instance, to covering the difference between the salary levels by the receiving entity, as this remains
an obligation of the employer.
The tendency towards uniform treatment
of EU and non-EU workers is manifested
also by the statutory requirement of not
affording to non-EU posted workers more
favorable treatment in comparison to
EU workers sent to a receiving entity in
Bulgaria. The legislative rules do not further
elaborate on whether the assessment of
working conditions should be performed
at the receiving entity’s level, or at a more
generalized level. The Àrst interpretation,
however, should be given more credit as
there is no publicly available database at
the national or regional level.

Posting of Bulgarian workers to
EU and non-EU countries
The “conÁict-of-law” rules governing the
applicable law to employment relationship between a worker and an employer
based in Bulgaria, irrespective of whether
the former is sent to work temporarily to an
EU or to a non-EU country, are fundamentally the same and they mirror the rules
set forth by Rome I.2 The choice of law
made by the parties will be respected. The
worker cannot be deprived of the protection afforded to him/her by provisions
that cannot be derogated by agreement
under the law that, in the absence of
choice, would have been applicable. Under the Bulgarian law, such provisions are,
for instance, those governing the minimum
rates of pay, maximum work periods and
minimum rest periods.
Only in instances of postings lasting more
than 30 calendar days, the employer has
to afford to the posted worker at least
the same minimum working conditions as
those applicable to workers who perform
the same or similar work in the host country, being an EU or EEA Member State, or
the Swiss Confederation.
This higher standard of protection, however, does not extend to workers sent to a
third country. They will remain protected
only within the boundaries delineated by
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tangibles

underpinning the forthcoming changes
are not expected to shift.
One of the major changes comprises of
removal of the 30-day period mentioned
above, that is, the granting of more beneÀcial working conditions in the host state
should encompass short term assignments
as well.

Posted workers in EU
are entitled to a set of
core rights.

the applicable mandatory Bulgarian labor
law provisions, even though the host country’s legislation may be more beneÀcial.

Expected changes in the
legislative landscape
A governmental initiative towards enhancing the protection of workers is in
progress. Although the bill has not been
ofÀcially submitted to the National Assembly yet, the fundamental principles

A tendency toward expanding the applicability of the host country’s local rules
(not only the minimum standards with
respect of a set of core rights) is being
embodied in the legislative proposal, but
only in respect of posting to an EU or EEA
Member State, or to the Swiss Confederation. Furthermore, the employer sending its
workers to Bulgaria in the framework of the
provision of services shall have to comply
with additional obligations, for instance, to
submit information to the Bulgarian Labor
Inspectorate regarding the posting prior to
starting the provision of services.
Another important change is the introduction of a joint liability of the main contractor and its subcontractor for unpaid
employment-related remuneration due to
the workers.
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Six New Members Present Company
Total Eye Care from Alcon Bulgaria
“Do regular eye checks because 80 percent of
visual impairment is treatable, preventable or
curable,” says Mihail Mihov, market access manager Bulgaria & Macedonia; his words are echoed by Ivan Ivanov, vision care manager, who
presented the products of Alcon Bulgaria EOOD.
The company is the local afÀliate of Alcon®,
established in 1996. Alcon Bulgaria’s business
comprises of three business franchises – pharmaceutical, surgical, and vision care. Together
with Novartis, the company offers the widest
spectrum of products in eye care as differentiated contact lens and lens care portfolio. Alcon
products help reduce the pain and discomfort
on the eye’s surface, including allergies, eye
inÁammation, eye irritations and dry eye.

CheckPoint for Your Heart
“Heart disease is very common worldwide, but
there are innovative solutions allowing the latter
to be monitored non-stop from a distance,” says
Ivaylo Dachov, managing partner, CheckPoint
Trade. The company provides full system for interactive real time telemonitoring of vital signs of
the body, with the entire process of taking, transmitting, processing, visualizing and analyzing vital
signs data certiÀed, along with Àrst reaction to
the patient. CheckPoint owns a telemedicine
center for 24/7 monitoring and diagnostics of
patients in real time with capacity of 15,000 patients simultaneously monitored and more than
35,000 patients Àles until now.

GfK Bulgaria Reveals Consumer Proﬁles
GfK Bulgaria, Market Research Institute EOOD, is a
trusted source of relevant market and consumer
information that enables its clients to make smarter
decisions, says Svetoslav Slavov, managing director.
More than 13,000 market research experts combine
their passion with GfK’s long-standing data science
experience. This allows GfK to deliver vital global
insights matched with local market intelligence from
more than 100 countries. GfK Bulgaria established
its business in 1994 and since then has maintained a
stable leadership position at the local market in the
industry. GfK Bulgaria owns and manages each step
of the whole market research process - from the business scenarios description and elaboration with the
clients, object of the research, through survey administration, coding, data processing and analyses.
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Proﬁles
Secured File Storage with pCloud
pCloud is a security-led cloud storage service,
based in Switzerland, says Petya Vetseva, account manager. The company's main focus falls
on developing a safe solution with seamless Àlesharing options. Products for end users and businesses are entirely developed by a proven team
of Bulgarian IT experts with outstanding contribution to the Bulgarian and international IT sphere.
pCloud is the only cloud storage company in the
world that gives its customers the opportunity to
work fast and easy with their documents and Àles
and at the same time to beneÀt from the most
secure encryption service pCloud Crypto, which
provides complete protection of their corporate
documentation.

Roche Bulgaria Leads Biotech Sector
Roche Bulgaria is representing Roche - the
world’s largest biotech company, exploring the
frontiers of molecular information, diagnostic
technologies and data analytics to create insights that bring meaningful advances in innovation and efÀciencies for patients, said Metodija
Chadikovski, general manager. Roche Bulgaria
was the second leading company on the Bulgarian pharmaceutical market for 2015. In 2015,
Roche Bulgaria invested 373,000 Leva in programs for personalized healthcare and 597,000
Leva in clinical trials.

Woodward Brings Rich History in Aviation Business
The company’s leadership in energy control and
optimization solutions for the aviation industry
is built on a strong foundation, dating back to
1870. Woodward designs and manufactures
control system solutions and components for the
aerospace and industrial markets, said Emil Iliev,
general manager of Woodward. The company
has signiÀcant design centers, production and
assembly facilities in the United States, Europe
and Asia, and promotes products and services
through the company worldwide locations. Fuel
and combustion control systems, as well as motion control technologies are the main Àelds the
company develops to provide solutions.
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CheckPoint Cardio is a multinational medical technology development company,
with mission to identify and integrate the best practices
in world telemonitoring. The only company in EU, providing full system for interactive real time telemonitoring of
vital sighs of the body, with the entire process of taking,
transmitting, processing, visualizing and analyzing vital
signs data certiÀed, along with Àrst reaction to the
patient. Own telemedicine centre for 24/7 monitoring
and diagnostics of patients in real time. Product solution
comprises of monitoring equipment, servers, software
and Smartphone applications, certiÀed by CE, FDA,

FCC and PTCRB. Key applications are telemonitoring
of: ECG, SpO2, respiration, blood pressure, temperature, cardiac events, early warning score, fetal heart
rate, ventilation parameters, body activity. Offering to
healthcare providers (hospitals, governments, private
companies, life insurers) an all-encompassing solution
for remote monitoring and diagnostics.
Contacts:
Ivaylo Dachov
Managing Partner
Tel.: (+359 2) 851 12 12
53, Bulgaria Blvd., 3rd Á., ofÀce 3
SoÀa

eMAG as part of Naspers group
is one of the biggest online retailers in the region. Ȁhe company
was established 15 years ago, and soon it became a
multinational ecommerce expert, operating in 4 countries (Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland & Romania). eMAG offers in Bulgaria above 300 000 products from wide range
of products including phones, TV, tablets home appliances and other electronic devices. Moreover, eMAG
offers toys, books, gardening, beauty, DIY, fashion and
sport products. eMAG became shopping destination
offering possibility for comfortable shopping also via

mobile App. eMAG offers to its customers exceptional
Customer Service and is aiming to become a preferred
shopping destination on the Bulgarian market. eMAG Online will always be easier.
Contacts:
Stefana Zdravkova
Country Manager
http://www.emag.bg/
Address: 115M, Tsarigradsko Shose Blvd., Building D, Áoor
6
1784 SoÀa

As the world leader in enterprise application software, SAP is at the center
of today’s business and technology
revolution. SAP helps companies streamline their processes, giving them the ability to use live data to predict
customer trends – live and in the moment. Across their
entire business. SAP innovations help 320,000 customers
worldwide work together more efÀciently and use business insight more effectively. Our customers look to us to
help them Run Simple – to seamlessly connect people
and technology, real-time. We help them re-imagine
business and life to drive meaningful impact globally.
With SAP HANA as the great simpliÀer, our customers are

creating breakthroughs that solve complex, intractable
problems. SAP’s vision is to help the world run better and
improve people’s lives. This is our enduring cause; our
higher purpose. When you Run Live, you Run Simple with
SAP.
Contacts:
Rumyana Trencheva
Managing Director SAP South-East Europe
Tel.: +359 2 915 71 00
http://www.sap.com/bulgaria
Address: 136A,Tzar Boris III Blvd.
1618 SoÀa

ScaleFocus is a Bulgarian high-quality IT
services provider, recognized with over 35 national and international awards,
with ofÀces in four European cities – SoÀa, London, Plovdiv and Munich. For almost Àve years ScaleFocus has
built a strong team of 330+ specialists, servicing more
than 100 clients in 19 countries worldwide. Focused on
custom software development, end-to-end solutions,
system integration, IT consultancy, license resell, niche
solutions development and IT solutions’ implementation.
ScaleFocus has expertise and vertical knowledge in

Telco, Banking, Finance, Insurance, Healthcare, Logistics
& Education delivered through Áexible nearshore and
onsite delivery models across the world.

Techceramic-M is a developer , and worldwide
supplier of ceramic components with a broad and ever growing range of applications that meet the ISO 9001-2008 accredited quality
management system. Ceramic components are widely
used in automotive casting , the mechanical, structural,
petro-chemical, electrical, electronics, textile industries.
In 1999 Techceramic-M discovered and developed Aluminium Titanate ceramic components. Its excellent test results set the company to become one of the world’s largest

producers of Aluminium Titanate ceramic products.
Priority activities of the company are international markets. Exports reached 99% of total production. Markets
in which the realized production company are the
European Union, North America, Middle East and Asia.
Contacts:
Vasil Hristov
President & CEO
Tel.: + 359 910 92 787
http://www.techceramic-m.com
Address: 1 Bodensko shosse str.
3100 Mezdra

Contacts:
Plamen Tsekov
CEO
Tel.: +3592424 6484
http://www.scalefocus.com
Address: 90 Tsarigradsko shose blvd., Capital Fort, building A, Áoor 2
1784 SoÀa

